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Plant Board, KU Enter Final Court
Action; Take-Over Target: May 3 WFUL
The Fulton Electric Plant Board
filed a condemnation suit in the
Fulton County Court Tuesday of
this week seeking acquisition of
the properties of the Kentucky
Company
in Fulton,
Utilities
Board Chairman Clyde Williams
Jr. announced today.
Despite the fact that Fulton
voters have overwhelmingly voted in favor of the city taking over
KU, and despite the fact that negotiations between the Fulton
Electric Plant Board and the Kentucky Utilities Company have
proceeded quite amicably during
the past year and half, the court
condemnation proceeding is.necessary according to law, Mr. Williams stated.
The action will result in a notification to all parties, and appointment of three disinterested landowners to make their own independent appraisal of the worth of
the property being condemned,
and a reporting of their findings
to Judge Bondurant, who will
then hand down a ruling on the
matter.
The Board and KU have already agreed on a price of $553,000. for the local properties, and
it is possible that the whole mat-
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ter may be disposed of out of
court, The News has been informed.
A target date of May 3, 1962 Volume Thirty-One
has been set for change-over from
KU to city operation of the electrical distribution system. Between-snow and then court action
must be completed, bonds sold
and employees hired to run the local system. The Fulton electric
plant Board will have sole control
Lee Potter Smith and Associates
over all of these operations.
of Paducah was awarded a government
contract
Monday to
make a survey of public and privately-owned buildings
in 13
Western Kentucky counties to determine which of them can be
used for public fallout shelters.
Counties included in the survey
area, designated as Civil Defense
Black 6, are Ballard, Caldwell,
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Fulton. Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, January 18. 1962

Shelter Survey To Be Made In
Fulton And Other Ky.Counties

Annual Polio Auction Enters Third
Week Here With Big Success Reported

Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden,
Fulton, Graves Hickman, Livingston Lyon, McCracken, Marshall
The 1962 March of Dimes radio auction, being held there Jan. 24, 25 .ind
ant Trigg.
in the
REA building. Mrs. hi-.,.: d White
The contract was let by the each day from the Chamber of
Commerce
office
here,
U. S. Corps of Engineers Monday.
the Hickman city •chairraan.
is in its third week now, and has been meeting with is Workers
Smith and Associates, an archiat the Fulton city aucgreat
success, according to drive chairman,Mrs. Hendon tions have been Mrs. Paul Westtectural firm, was low bidder on
phelirig, county chairman, • Mrs.
the contract.
Wright.
Hendon Wright, drive chairman,
Frank Still, civil defense direcThe
auction
broadcasts
over
Radio
Station
WFUL, Mrs. Gilson Latta, Mrs. Lawrence
tor of Paducah and McCracken
Monday
through Friday from 9:30 to 10:30 a. m. On Sat- Holland. Mrs. Rdbert Batts, Mrs.
County, said purpose of the surA mistrial was declared late
C. H. McDaniel, Mrs. Joe John-.
vey is to determine what build- urdays the broadcast is from 1 to 4 p.
Friday in a felonious assault case
kn. from the ston,
Mrs. Morgan Omar, Mrs.
ings in the area are suitable for
against Billie Netherland of near
WFUL
studios
on
the
Middle
'Road.
• Mel Simon, Mrs. C: D.' Edwards;
fallout shelters and earmark them
Fulton. Netherland was charged
Col.
Ctiarlie
Burrow,
Mr. Polio, Mrs. Cavita Olive, secretary of
for public use in Case of an emerwith the shooting of Grady Marhimself, has been conducting the the Chamber of Commerce and W.
gency.
•
lar, an employe of the Archie
auctions;
"ably
assisted
by AucCarter who has kept tie coffee
The survey also will be used
Livestock Baru near here.
tioneers Johnny Stayton of Cayce brewing and savr.7.to it that
to determined what modification
everyJudge E. A. Morris declared the
and
Bill
Gray
of
South
Fulton.
one kept busy.
of earmarked building would have
mistrial when an Obion Court
Clubs
which
have
participated
Next week from•Jan. 22 to Jan.
In observance of National Jay- to be made to adapt them for fallCircuit Court jury reported itself
in the auction are the Victory
out shelter use.
27 will be Lions Club week.
unable to agree on a verdict after cee Week, Jan. 21 to Jan. 26, th
Club
and
the
One
and
All
Club.
Public shelters, which could be
On Saturday, Jan. 27 will be
court was adjourned. A juror said Fulton Junior Chamber of Com- put to
This Saturday, Jan. 20, will be
ether use when there is no
Henry I. Siegel Factorypay.
.
seven members of the jury were merce- will hold their fifth annual danger of
Ferry
Morse
Day
at
the
Polio
Aucnuclear attack, will be
Jan. 29 will be South Fulton
for conviction on a lesser charge Bosses Night and Distinguished built only
tion.
in
those
buildings
Day,
where
with
Mrs.
Lesttir,
Betty as
of assault and battery while five Service Awards Banquet tonight it is
Monday, Ja.n. 15, was D. D. L.
agreeable with the owners or
South Fulton city chaltrnan. Jan.
(Thursday night) at 7:30 at the
were for acquittal.
Jones Day and last Friday was
public
agencies
involved.
30
The
and
fed31st,
the
auctionAvill
Fulton Country Club.
reCol Charlie Burrow,
Miss Flora Oliver Day. Tuesday
Mr. Netherland, 49, testified he
turn to the Fulton city drevai.
Guest speaker will be Edward eral government will pay rent on
Polio Auction Auctioneer
the Cayce Community had charge
shot Mr. Marlar, 21, in self-de, Items will be needed for . the
T. (Ned) Breathitt, Jr., of Hop- the shelter space Still said.
of the auction, along with . the
fense. He said, they were at the
Plans to provide public fallout(Continued on page yive),,...
kinsville, an attorney, who is
Bennett Homemakers Club, and
livestock barn where Mr. Marlar
out
shelters,
after
the
auction on Saturday 6? next week.
initial
surCommissioner
of the Public SerFire losses in the City of Ful- is employed and got into an arguthe
aucton
rain
45
Minutes
overJan. 30 will be the annual Mothvice Commission. He is an out- vey is completed, will be the
time.
ton were down in 1961 over 1960, ment over "coon-hunting."
leasing of space from willing owner's March at-cording to Mrs.
standing Jaycee also.
according to Fire Chief Nemo
On
Wednesday
of
next
week
Wright. Mrs. .Doyle Shape is
The four top awards of the year ers of the buildings declared suitWilliams.
'col. Burrow and, his all-girl band
will be presented at the banquet. able.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. El- will journey down to the lower chairman of the 'East Fulton
The biggest fire of the year was
Hospitals, courthouses, office mer Liliker, Sr., of Cayce
burned end of Fulton County to the coun- March: Mrs: Don Sensimt: West
the fire that destroyed Milton
buildings, health buildings, city to the ground last
Fult(2n chairman: Mrs. .1. A, Mann.
Wednesday t
eat. of Hickman and will be
colored school in Missionary bothalls. hotelii, commercial „build- night from
Riceville chairman: and Mu,. Lawa fire which was di
tom. The two other big fires were
lags, churches and many other citiVered about
rence Yates. Highlands chairman.
PANCAKE BREAKFAST
1 p. m. The conthe house belonging to K. Homra
types of buildings will he among, tents of the hcime,
The Youth Cl.airman
Mrs. Lester Betty. chairman
Both, Brooks Oliver of Fulton
located about
on Cedar Street and the home of
those to be' studied for possible two
miles north Of Cayce on the of the South Fulton Polio Drive. Nancy Trvas, datiatrter of 7.'•
Jerome Mulcahy on Thedford, and his son. Jerry, 8, who were
fallout shelter use.
1,•
injured in an automobile accident
Moscow road, were also destroyed. will be helping the Park Terrace Mrs.. Joe Treas. Sta.
Chief Williams said.
The federal government is com,
The fire which started in the Restaurant to sponsor -a pancake of the roadblock la:
The fires over the past year on Monday night of last week
mitted to a program of providing' attic had gained too
much head- breakfast on Jan. 24. Serving There will be other ro, i
were as follows: eighteen resident- near Martin were reported Monpublic fallout shelters in urban way .before
it was discovered to Will be from 6 a- nt. t° 9:30 a- to• Jan. 20 and Jan. 27,
Circuit Court Clerk Ruth Johnial fires; one school fire; six re- day afternoon to be doing fine.
and thickly-populated areas and warrant
Mrs. Parks Weak.
, is
!•r?:•,r,
requesting help from local
A member of .the family report- son reminds Fulton Countiarie-ato assisting
tail and wholesale business fires;
of the coffee parties. Mi. (: individuals in the con- fire departments.
one manufacturing and processing ed that Mrs. Oliver, who has been renew their operator's licenses struction of
trude Murphey enter-faille.:
private shelters in
firm fire; one bridge (railroad) in Memphis staying with her son during their birth mnrith.
coffee :Nei:day mornin
xural and suburban areas where
Those who do not /renew their
fire; two utility transformer fires; and husband, was planning to
.the;population is not so dense.
Maxwell Mcriade will' hm.
twenty-nine grass fires; eight auto come home on Tuesday, as Mir. licenses during the specified peFriday. Jan. 19 from 10 .to 11:30
and truck fires; and eighteen calls Oliver was to be dismissed from rthd are required to take a drivA. M.
the Kennedy hospital at that time. er's 'test in order to get a license.
outside of the city limits.
Mrs: E. E. Williamson'. Mrs.
A report from last year's' reChief Williams said there were He was to stay with Jerry, until
The academic honor roll list 'or
A bill introdUced in the—Ken- Fred Homra, Mrs. Charles Fields.
his dismissal from Baptist Hos- newals sfnows a total of 1,500 perfive false alarms.
the fall quarter at The University
hicky House of Representatives arid Mrs. Morgan Omar will have
pital, which was expected on. sons in Fulton County, who will
of Tehnessee at Martin includes
proposes that State lake be amend- a coffee at the -K. U, office Monbe required to take a driver's test
WednescidY of this week.
the names of 198 students from 30
ed to permit any city to furnish day morning frorri 9 to '11.
counties of Tennessee and from
Jerry is able to see out of his in order to renew their licenses.
Also Mrs. Paul Boyd_and Mrs.
natural gas to any other city in
seven other states.
injured'eye and his other injur4s.
the same manner as a private ' R. V. Putnam are planning a
To
be
ies are healing, it was reported.
eligible
for
academic
'Polio Coffee.
The Fulton High School honor
company or corporation.
Wednesday. Jan.,24 at the Boyd
roll for the third six-weeks was honors, a student must earn
Present, law permits a city to
grades
ranging
from
3.0
or "B" to furnish
released today by Principal J. M.
Archer P. Jones, 20, of Milan.
another city water and home, from 10 to 11:30 a. m.
4.0
or
"A"
and
must
have
the-full
Martin. The honor roll follows:
Tenn., a cousin of Mrs. Mary Alice
light.
OPENS VC PLANT
work required for a regular curColeman of Fulton, was one of
SENIORS
The measure (HB 36) is sponIn a statement issued at 2:10
Fulton Fire Department
riculum.
The
Boys—Danny Carver, Bill Lethree Navy man killed early
sored by Reps.. Noah J. Geveden, Tuesday
Students from Fulton County
afternoon, A. J. Luther,.
neave, Warren Nanney.
Thursday when a Navy TV-2 jet was called out twice Sunday. The
Wickliffe; George Ellis Jr., Glas- manager of
the Union City plant
fighter swerved while trying to first one was at 211 Third Street,
Girls—Cleta Beggs, Wanda Cash, whose names appear on the honor gow; John Morris Dixon, Oak
of the American Metal Products
Ernest Howard, an I. C. engiAlice Jo Leggett. Kay Morris, roll are as follows: Arviii N. Na- Grove; Milton Ashby, Sebree;
take off from the Kingsville Naval a grass fire, and the second at neer, was
injured in escaping
Co.. announced that the plant,
Joyce Owens, Scarlet Turner, pier (magna cum laude), and Hoyt Allen Barnett. Hickman; Lon
Auxiliary Air Station and hit a 12:35 p. m. was a field fire at the
cloSed by _strike for .lizany weeks _
Patsi A. Williams (magna cum
Bob White farm on the Mayfield from a fire which destroyed his Linda Whitnel.
parked fire truck killing three
Carter
Barton,
Mayfield, and wonld-renpei
home on the Martin highway
laude), Fulton.
Highway.
men on the truck.
JUNIORS
Walker H. Wiseman, Winchester, of this week Wednesday morning
when applications
Saturday the Fulton fire truck about two miles south of Fulton
Boys—Jim
Jones is the son of Mrs. Emma
all
Campbell,
Democrats.
Stanley
Tuesday afternoon about 1 o'clock.
for employment was to be receivJeffress, Douglas McAlister, Barry
Sawyer of Milan and Homer A. was called out three times. At 9:30
They
also
introduced
a measure ed.
It was understood that Mr.
a. m. a trash pile fire spread, deRoper, Lynn Williamson,
Jones of Trezevant, Tenn.
(HB 37) to permit any child six
Howard was asleep at the time
The body was flown back to stroying a junk truck and two the
Girls—Martha
year
of
age
to
DeMyer,
enter
IS TRANSFERRED
Sheri
school within
fire broke out. He was rushed
Elliott, Annie Green, Josephine
Memphis and services were held junk cars in back of the Burnette
30 days after second semester be- - Mrs. Jane Greer has been transto
Jones
Hospital
in
a
Hornbeak
Tractor Company, East Fourth
There are a total of 296 manu- gins, or to enter at mid-year,
in Milan.
Hancock, Pamela .Homra, Phyllis
and ferred to Hillview Hor.;:pital from
ambulance. He is suffering with a
facturing, wholesaling and retail to delete provisions making Dec. Western
Pigue.
Jones was to have received his Street. Also, diesel oil caught fire. cut
Baptist Hospit-JP-in Paon
his
head.
'
businesses in Fulton County, ac- 30 as the birthdate affecting ducah..where
discharge on March 31, therefore At 12:55 p. m. there was a grass
SOP110310RES
she had surgery -last
Mr. Howard's wife was away
cording to Dan and Bradstreet.
didn't come home for the Christ- fire in Riceville and at 5:30 p. m.
school
entrance.
week.
Boys—Curtis Hancock, Freddie
a truck wheel caught fire at the from home at the time of the fire.
mas holidays.
The fire alarm was turned in by Wells.
Pipeline.
Girls—Sandra Ballow, Mary
a neighbor.
All household and personal be- Grant DeMyer, Carol Dunn, Carolongings were destroyed In the linda 'Hales, Judy Hoodenpyle,
Mary Virginia Page, Linda Warfire.
The South Fulton Fire Depart- ren, Lydia Wright.
•
FRESHMAN
ment'was called out to fight the
Boys—Charles
Allen,
fire. Origin of the fire-, is not
Andy
known, but May have started Batts, Wayman Hancock, Ken.
By Ouida Jewell
Morgen; Don Reed, Jerry Wells,
(The Following items are taken might reveal winter sce/nr§, comfrom a stove.
harvesting...his Occlen :fresh vegeGreg Williamson Terry Willing- from "Plant Life";- -published,plete With a blanket of....vow,
Director David Brooks, husband of the former
and tables .and -picking tile season's
TO ARMY SCHOOL
monthly
by
the
Ferry-Mo
hPift•
rse
Seed temperatures that bite and sting first bouquet of flower*,
Grace Cavendar of Fulton, has a new -play opening in Paul Westpheling, Jr., a major
Girls—Betty -Bennett, Donna Company for ttje F-M Family,)
with sudden guests of wind. InManager of the new
Order
New York on Jan. 22, and Grace's mother, Mrs. John ii the U. S. Army Reserve, will, Campbell, Silvia Carden,
Phyllis
Thousands of eager "green- side, warmed by the heat of a log DIviMori -is James W. tV-ilson.lie
Cavendar of Memphis, a former Fultonian, writes that le,ke Saturday for two weeks' ad- Crocker, Jane Edwards, Carolyn thumbers" and "do it yourself fire, in a world suddenly illumiwas formerly Sales Manager of
vanced schooling in the Army Hood, Carol Luther, Andrea Mel- gardeners"
will be catching their nated by the arrival of the new the company's Packet Seed Divishe is leaving Friday for a visit with her daughter.
Civil Affairs school at Ft. Gordon, ton, Sherry Milstead, Margaret first
glipse dif the new Ferry- 'F-M garden catalog, sits our gar- sion at Fulton. #
Mr. Brooks' new play is a musi- ing things to tell about her trip to Georgia, returning
I'
to Fulton Feb. Omar, Sally Pirtle Marie Huddle, Morse garden catalog
in January. dener, planning his spring garden.
cal. "The Banker's Daughter." the big city.
Jim. a graduate of tfie Univer4.
(Cantinued on page Jive)
A glance out of their window Only time separates him from
Stars in the play are Helena Scott,
sity .of Missouri, jelnecl Fel ryLloyd Gough, Phil Leeds and
, Morse Seed Co. back in 1948. His
BILL POWELL AGREES WITH MRS. WESTPHELING
David Daniels. It is being producr•rtlege major was in agriculture,
ed by Claire Nichtern and Paul
Starting in the company's Seed
Libin.
Production Department, he stib*sequently added to his business
Mrs. Cavendar, in her letter
background serving as Assistant
Tuesday enclosed a circular of the
Advertisingk Manager in 1953. In
play, which states that opening
(Ed's Note: Bill Powell.‘editor for the museum and skylift and "Wilderness Read"
and "The profitable for all alert recreation
Mrs. Westplieling has done con- 1955, he was- promoted to Advernight is already sold out. It will of the Sun-Democrat, wrote Wed- souvenir stores of
Gatlinburg in a Book of Job."
or resort people will be created. If siderable spadework on the pro- tising ManLger. He ano his wife
be presented at the Jan Hus nesday about Mrs. Paul Westphel- big way, and nearly everybody
They've proved the same thing not, I guess we are just back duction. She has even conferred Dorrie .have—two sonA, Steve and
House.
ing's efforts to get an outdoor who comes in from the West
with the excellent "Stephen Fos- where we started.
with Kermit Hunter who wrote Christopher. The Wilsons reside
(If you plan to be in New York drama at Kentucky Lake. His col- eventually drives over to
ehero- ter Story" at Old
Kentucky Home
Mrs. Paul Westpheling of Ful- "Unto These Hills" and "The at 10:7 Cascade, in Sonnyvale,
and would like to make reserva- umn follows.)
kee, S. C.
in Bardstown.
tions for the play, we have a
ton, who ,thinks and does a great Stephen Fasten Story" about 2 California.
There you can see a bear in a
In the Great Smoky Mountains
blank with which you can order
Now we need to prove this point deal about conditions in this part drama for the Kentucky Lake
An expert gardener, Jim detourists at first are carried away cage by the side of the road; you in Western Kentucky.
your tickets.)
I think we of the state, is the leader of this area.
votes many hours to two other
can see hawk-faced Indians selldrive
a
Kentucky
for
Mrs. Brooks—Grace, Jr.—also with the magnificent hills rising
Lake outHunter is toying with an idea to favorite hobbies, fishing and
ing trinkets and groceries and ice have attractioncin the same class
has a very interesting job in New so high/ and being so awesome.
with the treat Smoky Mountains; door drama.
build around the tremendous story scouting.
and other things for twice what
York. The former attractive model They lee nothing else for a while;
I know Kentucky Lake has as
(From "Fulton Fill-Ins" by Bob
She has been hounding Gov. of Paducah's Alben W. Barkley
they are worth.
is employed by a big cotton com- the mountains are covered with
much appeal as Eastern Kentucky Combs and many other people who went all the way from a hot, Hamilton). . •
And then you can see "Unto where "Wilderness
pany and her work carries her all given and, at certain times splashRoad" and ever since this administration cloddy Graves County tobacco
CALLED INTO 'ACTIVE SERover the-country arranging style ed with breath-taking rhododen- These Hills."
"Job" drew so well from the pass- came in. in an effort to get a start field -to the vice presidency of the VICF,—nitt
Ea?tltoaclVAssistant
This is a wonderful pageant ing parade of tourists.
shows. Before going to New York dron,
on the Kentucky Lake project. ' 'United States. •
Office Manager. ,His tinit is the
. she was a model in Memphis.
For a while nothing equals Cling- which is in its 11th year and still
So far, this has developed;
The Barkley idea made Hunter, 2nd
I'm not just thinking up someMedium Tank Battalion,
We know that Mrs. Cavendar is man's Dome with Fontana Lake going strong. It is put on with a thing; the idea of outdoor
summer
Gov. Combs has promised to feel nostalgic. When Adlai Steven- 123rd Armored Division of the
very' proud of her children, for blue in the vast distance between great cast night after night and drama
for the lake area has been build the amphitheater if Western son was„ governor of Illinois Hun- National Guard. First Lieutenant
they have all done well and lead the "balds" which are the mile- they tell me the show hardly ever proposed, longed for
and sought Kentuckians, showing the same ter,ereated some kind of pageant Roach is presently stationed at
stones and landmarks of the has a scant audience unless it
very interesting lives. 4
after by some Western Kentucr
,
Fort Steward, Georgia.
—initiative that Eastern Kentuck- for 10M,
storms or rains hard.
Upon her return from New great and beautiful country.
ians for a long time.
ians Showed with "Wilderness
The Veep and his wife were
Anita Bugg, Sales Promotion
York, Mrs. Cavendar—Grace, to
But then visitors—according to
Every tourist center needs some
So far they've been pretty quiet Road" and "The Book of Job" and guests of the governor for the typist left to join her
husband
all her friends here—plans to visit the wise old pros of the mountain kind of drama like this, presented
but they won't be much longer; Central
,Kentuckians
showed
.
on opening night of the drama and who is now on active duty at Fort
with us in Fulton, and we know country—start looking around for outdoors in an amphitheater. East- the
move is about to be made. If "The Stephen Foster Story," will Mr. Barkley liked the show very Chaffee. Arkansas. Martha
Coolthat she will have lots of interest- man-made attractions. They go ern Kentucky has proved this with It goes
over something great and start the drama itself.
(Continued on page pun
(Continued on page eight)

Mistrial Declared
Ileiherland
Shooting Case

Bosses Night To
Be Thursday At
Country Club

Fire Losses Are
Down In Fulton
During Past Year

Cayce Home Is
Destroyed By Fire

Brooks Oliver,
Son Doing Fine

Driver's Test
Necessary For
Many In County

Fulton High
Honor Roll
Is Announced

Relative Of
Fulionian Killed

Fulton Fires

Countians Make
College Honor Roll

Bill Introduced
To Permit City To
Furnish Gas To Others

Man Injured In
Escaping From
Burning Home

296 Businesses
In Fulton County

Husband Of Former Fulton Girl Has
New Play Opening In New York

Packet Order Department Of Ferry
Morse Back In Full Operation Here

Outdoor Drama At Kentucky Lake Would Be Great Area Addition

Laws on Open Drinking to be Enforced in Fulton,
New Poke Chief Warns Retailers This Week
Fulton County has long been a.
"wet" county surrounded by "dry"
counties on both sides of the State
Line, and as such enjoys considerable
traffic from .thirsty out-of-Countians
seeking to by spirits. All liquor dealers in Pluton County know that (1):
Fulton County has the highest number of per-capita liquor stores in the
State, far in excess of what the law
actually permits;- (.2)..-That if a liquor
Store in the County is closed permanently, the license is lost and the County total automatically reduced by one;
(3): Thatit behooves all County package liquor stores to toe the line and
operate heads-tip businesses to keep
the industry in good repute here.
Despite the latter' statement, all
local 'stores have more or less openly
violated one.Kentucky law for years,
and We are glad to see_Fulton's.new
Chief: of Police "Duck" Smith do
sopi,ething abciut it.
• ''tLast week-end Smi1h served
notfee on all local retailers that from
that,date on no more drinking would
be Permitted on the liquor store premises. Any store caught violating this
law, Smith told the News this week,
would be cited to the State ABC Administrator for action—and we have
little doubt but that the penalty will
be severe, as it ought to be. After all,
it's an open violation of the law.
For years all local package stores
have had some little room behind the
salesroom—sometimes the manager's
office—where a customer could retreat to open a bottle and imbibe a bit
on the premises-The provision of the
law that prohibits such goings-on was
winked at by those charged with law
enforcement, probably due to the fact
that 100C cooperation among the local police, the.tocal ABC administrator and the area ABC man could not

be obtained.
So, if you are a retailer, you have
been warned. If you are a customer
this week-end, be now a4vised that
you will have to carry your.rnerchandise elsewhere to be opened:
- There is another provision in
Kentucky law, governing the sale of
beer by the licensed retailers of Fulton County, that makes it illegal to
permit open drinking of other alcoholic beverages in any place licensed to
sell only beer at retail. The penalty for
violation of this law is loss of the retoiler's beer license, or suspension for
a time.
Chief Smith has, we understand,
served notice mall local beer retailers (including restaurants'licensed to
serve beer) that no more open drinking 'of carried-in liquor will be. permitted in such places. As Smith -explained, he is not planning to sample
the contents of any glasses to see if
they contain alcoholic beverages, but
a bottle on the-table is in itself evidence that ,a violation exists. Any
such infractions noted will be immediately cited to the State ABC Board
for suspension or removal of the beer
license.
Ouit suggestion to local restaurant patrons: if you want to have
snort before meals, take it at home
before you enter the restaurant, and
keep the restaurant owner out of the
rather embarrassing position of having to tell you that you are jeopardizing his license..
We hope that all those charged
with law enforcement pay continual
attention to these two laws, and cite
violators without placing themselves
in the position of continually harrassing licensees. An occasional spot
check should be sufficient.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

A Home in the Suburbs
pie of the world. But, surely, society
has a right to expect that from us to
whom much has been given, much
will be returned.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
1. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WFSTF'HKLING
Editors and Publishers

AMONG THEM: If we believe
that we have benefited from a good
education, it is up to us to see tnat
others share those educational opportunities. If we demand better schools
for our children, we must be willing
to pay higher taxes to support education.
If we demand good government
for our cities, states and nation, we
must recognize—that vice and honest
government is the product of wise
and honest-eitiz6ns and nothing else.
Wief

If we demand that crime be punished, we must supporthonest en_forcement in our cities without any
personal privileges or exceptions for
ourselves.
If we demand freedom of worship for ourselves, we must respect
the rignt of other creeds.
If we demand freedom of speech,
we eilbst not suppress it in others.
If we really believe that in a pro-found sense all men are created equal,
then we must do everything we can
to prevent the recurrence of "the tragedy of Little Rock."

Voted "Rest All Around" in clriss in Kentucky
Judging
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association
elan deoond elate Si Thee and flonorsble meow Si
lass

ti—
' Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Iffebeertptions. chance of tithing,"
Tsuji
eddroee
Perm's 3175 to Pelt OffIre Roe 455 Patton, Werttint7

Published Every Thursday of The Tsar
A seember of the Kentucky Press Association
Ilueasid - chum postage paid at Fulton. Kee
way and at additional mailing offices.
ISubacription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton
Mickmsn, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weekley Counties Term. Elsewhere throughout the United States 4.00 per year.

Thursday, January 18, 1962

"Must you always

bring your work home!"

1

FROM THE -FILES:- -

Turning Back The Cl
Japuary 16. 1942
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Morris of Fulton, Route 6, announce the birth
of a son, born Thursday night,
January 8, at the }Taws clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Amberg
of Hickman announce the birth of
a daughter, bprn Thursday, January 8;•in then'ultoil hospital. The
baby has been named Judith Hub.
bard.

Batts, Mrs. Hendon Wright, Mrs.
Bill Browning, Mrs. Robert A.
Binford and Mrs. Joe Hall.
Mrs. Milton Exum and Miss
Polly Owen were _hostesses at a
luncheon Monday at the David
Crockett hotel in Union-City, honoring their sister, Miss Sara
Owen. who will be married to
Y. on
Paul Hayes of Buffalo,
Jan. 23.

Ituthelia Ferrell made the hon„Announcement was made last or roll, Magna Cum Laude, for the
-creek of the maiiWeri Miss Vir- fall quarter at the University of
gie Keaton of Fulton to Jimmy. Tennessee Junior College, Martin.
Ruthelia is the daughter of Mr.
Vancleave of Union City.
and Mrs. Charlie Ferrell of near
Fulton and is a graduate of South
lton Woman's Club held
The
hly meeting Friday after- Fulton high school.
noon al the club home, with the
Miss Marthu.Nuil_Houston, dauJunior Woman's Club as host.
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. HousActing hostesses for the afternoon
were Mrs. M. L. Parker, Mrs. Cli- ton, of Fulton, has been chosen a
ford Shields, Mrs. Robert Bard. member of the Pepettes at David
_Mrs. Robert Burrow, Mrs. Robert Lipscomb College in Nashville.
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Third week

As good citizens earnestly trying
to live good lives, we have certain responsibilities if we are to live life at
our best.

Thomas Paine pointed out that
"those who'reap the blessings of liberty must, like men, undergo the fatigue of supporting it."
- THE DEEPEST satisfactions in
life result from meeting our responsibilities. Much has been given. Much
is expected in return.
•
What we most need is the prayer
of fervent desire for growth in grace,
expressed in patience, meekness, love,
and good deeds.

\

—Mary Baker Eddy

.
ordered to recall his men from
the march towards Cumberland
Gap. The next fighting would be
elsewhere . . . and soon.

About Town With

100 Years Ago This Week

By Edgar L. Harden, President,
Northern Michigan College
A recent graduate declared:."My
ambition in college was to get a sound
education so that I could get a good
job to support a family and build a
home in a quiet suburban community."
In a world confronted with deep
economic and social dilemmas, the
majority of our students would apparently like to escape to "a home in
the suburbs."
TODAY'S GRADTJATES. have
benefited fr, rn an education unknown
to any q!ffinration of students before
them "Vow when our leadership—
national survival—is beInrhA
n cl,allenaed as never before in,his.._torNt. many of our gradurtti:s seem unto support the - goals upon
which we have built our American
way of life.
Studies in over 100 colleges during the past t5-years reveal students
as deeply self-centered, bent on security and comfort. They want to see
a world of peace and justice, but they
.won't join any crusade to work for
this end.
WE -NEED men and women.who
are willing to stand up and be counted. It takes courage to take a stand on
the iqsues that confront the free p'eo-

STRICTLY BUSINESS

East Tennessee wide open to invasion by the Union. The battle
had a disheartening effect on the
South.
But no matter! Thomas was

by McFeetters

in

WILLIAM

January, 1862

The North won the small but
important battle of Mill Springs
on January 19, 1882. The engagement has been called the Battle
df—SOinerset, Fishing Creek, and
1..ogan's Cross Roads. Mill Springs
was one of the small battles in
the "Small" Civil War.
History seems to have recorded
two Civil Wars. One was the epic
four-year struggle between the
hinge Army of the Potomac and
the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia. The other, the
"smaller" war was the strute
which went on along more t h
two thousand miles of Southern
coastline and in almost every
county and city of -the South.
' Union General George Thomas
was the reason for the Confederate deefat at Mill Springs. Thomas, a Virginian. had remained in
the Union army after the seccession of his native State. Thomas
was never completely trusted by
the higher command of the Union
through the four years of the war,
and - though he led his forces to
victory in battle after battle, he
found !esser men being elevated
to important posts of coLmand.
Just the same, it was Thomas
who would lead the Union army
to destroy the last great Confederate force at the Battle of Nashville during December Of"-,1864.
Mill Springs was the first engagement of the Thomas-trained
volunteers.
Thomas had been a close friend
of Jefferson, Davis, Albert Sidney Johnston, and Robert E. Lee.
He had been a major in the old
Regular U. S. 2nd cavalry, Albert
Sidney Johnston had been the
colonel, and Robert E. Lee had
been the Lt. Colonel. Thomas had
been much admired by Jefferson
Davis, and had also been a close
friend of SherMan. It was Sherman who had vouched for Thomas' loyalty to the Union, and it
was Sherman who had been mostly responsible for Thomas being
,placed in charge of the Union men
who had trained at Camp••
Robinson in Kentucky almost before Kentucky had been invaded
by either the Union or the Confederate troops.
General Zollicoffer, the Confederate comrriander, was killed
atMill Springs. Zollicoffer had
many friends in Washington. Pie
was a native of Tennessee, former
Comptroller of the State, a news-

W

paper man, and a representative
in the U. S. Congress. When Lincoln was elected, said the New
York TIMES, Zollicoffer had no
liking for secession, but he so hated Lincoln that he joined the
Confederate army. Thought untrained in army leadership, he
had been in command of the Cumberland Gap section of the Confederate defense line.
The ancient Wilderness Road
ran through Cumberland Gap to
the Blue Grass region of Kentucky, but in 1861 the roads were
unfitted for the movement of
large armies. Just the same, Zollicoffer had moved his forces forward to meet the advancing Union
army. It took a week for the army
to, travel forty miles.
.
Lincoln wished to force an army
into East Tennessee to cut the
vital railroad Which connected
Virginia with the western Confederacy. Lincoln also wished to
provide protection _to the Unionists in that State.
'
Mill Springs, said the newspapers of the time". . . was a fair
open, battle. The Rebel forces
were estimated at 10,000" (actually there were some 4,000 Confederates and the same number of
Union men cin the field.) "The
fight was in bushwhacking style
from ravines, behind trees, and
big rocks."
Gen. Zollicoffer, with his staff,
went blundering through a wood,
and met Col. Fry (With his staff)
of the Union army. Each side was
equally surprised, and each side
mistook the others for friends.
Suddenly, the soldiers realized
what had happened, the leaders
drew their guns. Col. Fry was
more skilled with the use of his
revolver, and Zollicoffer fell dead
with a bullet through his heart.
The fallen General's staff withdrew. ("Ilan away," boasted the
Union papers.)
Thomas, being a trained military man, had reserves ready before they were needed, and soon
the entire Confederate force was
in full retract. The Union army
captured over a thousand horses
and mules, eleven pieces of artillery, and in addition, took over
the Confederate's camp and all
the stores. The Union soldiers immediately made themselves sick
by over-eating pancakes made of
captured flour, sugar and molasMill Springs left

the
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Norman Terry, manager and co- and very seldom get mad at each
owner of the Fulton Plaza Court, other.
Highlands, has accepted a posiWe never fuss about the big
tion with the Kentucky State De- things that go wrong, but the litof(Conservation.
partment
tle, silly things—such as the hole
Mr. Terry is Field Representa- in the cream can being too small
tive for the Division of Soil and for cream to come out, or on vaWater Resources, assisting Soil cation trips over Green Stamps.
Conservation District Supervisors.
Friends of mine, do the same
Mr. Terry retired over a year thing. They got mad recently beago as Federal Soil Conservation- cause their old car wouldn't start.
ist, covering the First Congres- We are a crazy lot, aren't we?
sional District, a position he .held
A measure is before the Kenfor many years.
of Representatives
I was talking with Mr. Terry tucky House
(HB 32) to reduce the maximum
the other day, after it was menof voters in a precinct
tioned at the Fulton Council meet- number
voting machines from
ing about his new subdivision out containing
east of town, near his home. He 700 to 500.
Sponsors of the bill are Reps.
said that about a year ago he
made plans to open up about six- Charlie Lassiter, Murray Demoty hits between his home and the crat; Will K. Peace, Williamsburg
Standard Oil Company, just east Republican, and Hoyt Allen Barof the Fulton city limits, but had nett, Hickman Democrat.
been so busy with his other work,
Mrs. Harold Copeland of Fulton,
he hadn't found the time to do so.
He plans to do this-sometime in Route 1, called Monday afternoon
to tell us one of the saddest storthe future, though, he said.
ies of an injured skunk, we've
When my sister was home for ever heard.
Christmas she cut all the stamps
Mrs. C:opeland and her family
off of our Christmas cardsi and were up at their cabin on Kentook them home with her. When tucky Lake over the weekend.'
asked what she wanted with One Morning a retired gentleman
them, she said•that she was sav- who lives in a cabin nearby came
ing them for a friend, who for a calling. He was grieved. He 'askfifteen years has been saving ed if they heard him shooting the
them' for -some Sisters, who• save night before. They said no, then
stamps until they get so many, he went on to tell a pitiful story.
then they get so much money for
The gentleman had gone to his
them.
car for something. A skunk ran up
Sue didn't know the details and to his feet. The man ran into the
promised to find out. But, she Was cabin, with' the skunk following
sure it all was for some good pur- close behind.
The cabin door was slammed to.
pose.
So, if you have a lot of stamps, The skunk beat on the dour. Finyou don't know what to do with, ally, when the animal gave up and
please send them to me. I'll send went a distance from the door,
them to Sue and she can give the man shot the animal.
The next morning, he went out
them to her friend, who, will in
turn, turn them over to her to have a look. it was then that
friends the Sisters, who are sav- he began to "feel like a heel," for
the little animal had a bottle on
ing them for a worthy purpose.
I always like to help out in his head and had come to him for
help—instead he was killed.
worthy causes, don't you?
Mrs. Copeland said that the man
P. S. If I ever learn what its all
reported tliat the bottle had been
about, I'll let you know.
over the skunk's head for so long
Monday morning everyone was in that the skin was raw ground the
a very good mood. Maxine, the neck, ears and head. The gentlewaitress, commented on the fact. man felt very badly over killing
She said its surprising how some the animal, but Mrs. Copeland
days everyone seems in a good said she told him he probably did
mood, while other days everyone the little skunk a favor, as he had
seems to be nned or have troubles. probably suffered so much.
I heartily agreed with her. It
really is surprising!
We wish our good friend, Mr.
Jake Huddleston, who is a patient
I have always taken pride in in Jones Hospital, a speedy rehaving a family who didn't fuss, covery. We have been intending
like a lot of families I have to get out to see him, but someknown. We are a very close family thing always interfers.
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Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs
A satisfied customer Is our
bert testimonial. That lo
a hy we rive you fast, erne'
,uf. technical secs-Ice and
low rates on TV repairs. It
adds-up to saving yoa
money!
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HOW TO REDUCE
THE COST OF
AUTO OWNERSHIP

The cost of financing a new car is very definitely
an important part of the over-all cost of owning it.
Our low bank rates will definitely reduce this cost.
Your own comparisons will convince you of this
. and save!
fact. Get the facts and figures
PROMPT SERVICE ALWAYS ON LOW-COST
AUTOMOBILE LOANS. SEE US.

(Eitg National
MEMBER: F. D. I. C.

punk

MEMBER: FEDERAL RESERVE
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BARCLAY RETIRES
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"I never regretted a day of it,"
is the way Gradie Barclay of
Clinton looked back upon 20 years
of service in the US navy after
his recent retirement. The HickWian county sailor, who rose to
the rank of chief petty officer
during his long tour of duty, signed Up first on Jan. 10, 1941, while
he was working in Florida, following his graduation from Central High School in Clinton:
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Agricultural
Stabilization a .‘'
Conservation Committee (AS('
office. "Behind each of the bundle.s
'kit le or ,,11,1 rd w ood seedlings d is.PntienAngifosonyTree planting tin.. .in Fulton tributed are hours of technical,: The cend week of Fpiton CirCounty is almost here and'forest supertition. from.selection of seed cuit Court will convene in Fulton
Mond,y turning of next evk.
tree seedlings-are being lifted now to the lifting of ;the seedling, to
was held BO: week
from the seed beds a' three State insure a hearty plant," Dutcher:
at Ilickman.
forest nurseries, Gene L. Butcher, said.
Seeds are collected immediate:y :
director of the Kentucky Divisi-m
All in•••••;•:•••nf,i will be reiurnel
after ripening in the 'fall. Pine; v.!Ille
of Forestry,. has announced.
court is It session here.. Mrs.
BREWER TO SPEAR
Bundles, ready for quick de- cones are exposed to silnlight or; [tomb Johnson; C:rcuit Court Clerk
The January meeting of the
livery, aye packed in units of 500 treated with artificial' heat to , said.
West Fulton P-TA will be held
and 1,000 of white, loblolly and force the cone stales-open to re,
Thursday at 7:30 p. m. in the
shortleaf pines. 'Orders received le,Fse the seed.
farm room. Tam Brewer of PaAfter removal of
FORMER FULTONIAN DIES
from Fulton Countians during
the seed
ducah will speak on "Civil DeJanuary and February will receive is.ptit in cold storage to be held
.Jerry A.. Finch
in
fense."
over until the next spring sowing
prompt attention, Butcher said.
Itichrrond, Va. Sunday night. She
period.
beds
Seed
are
treated
with
"Orders should te placed early,
is
the
former
Jean Marie Kelly,
scb planting can be done 4early,” fertilizer and chemicals to control ' daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. -VesSe
Butcher stated. Seedlings planted disease and insects. During the I
Mayfield,
,
of
Kelly
foriner -Fulton
In March have the advantage of summer beds, receive periodic residents. She
leaves her husband
spring rains for a good start, he weeding and are watered by an
and a child.
OPEN 6:45 — PHONE 12
stressed. Too, the planting can be overhead sprinkling system.
done before heavy farm work
NOW THRU SATURDAY NO
starts.
CHILDREN ADMITTED UNNursery Operations Chief John
LESS ACCOMPANIED BY
P, Rhody has tarried out the DiADULT!
Come to the
vision of Forestry's plan for the
KENTUCKY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT Distrlet1 office building at Reidland, near Paducah ,is
psoduction of 18 million seedlings
shown in this architect's sketch as it will look when the new wing at left, matching the design of,
ELIA KAZAN S PRODUCTION OF
for 1962, enough to cover 18,000
the existing structure, is completed. Construction isset to begin Jan. 2 on the
Mrs. Walter Vue:pel, loekil Child
8148,036 addition which' acres of idle and erikled land
will be built by Jones and Morgan Construction Co., Paducah. Highway Department District
1 is throughout Kentucky,Butcher es- Welfare worker, was speaker at
composed
of Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton,McCracken, Graves, Marshall, Calloway,
$19,141)6P
Living- timated that a million acres of the weekly luncheon Meeting of
ston, Crittenden and Lyon counties.
the Fulton Rotary Club Tuesday
land in Kentucky -art in need of
noon at the Park Terrace.
110EASSI
4
reforestation.
She spoke of children,their edu:ZZLItZtel,WILLIAM INGE
The
seedlings
are
OCTOBER OPENING DUE
produced at cation and the
• lerm. AIR CONDITIONERS
way parents bring
the
three
State
-operated nurseries them up.
Now' under construction at the
—Kentucky
Dam
• FREE PARKING
Nursery near
University of ICeritucky is a new
unt. PAT 51581.1
Gilbertsville, Pennyrile Nursery
AUOREY CHRISTI!
chemistry-phys
ics
building
which
AA.•
• FREE Tv IN EVERY 1110044
POLIO COFFEE
will cost $5,218,000. Slated for near Dawson Springs and the Morcompletion by next October. the gan County Nursery near Woods• 3 FINE RESTAURANTS
Miss Gertrude Murphey enterTECHNICOLOR*
,WARNER BROS MN
William Dallas Sallee of Martin
four-story structure will have a bend.
A bundle of 1,000 seedlings tained Tuesday morning with a
died on Jan. 9 at Kennedy Gentotal floor area of'244,000 square
SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY
CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
•
polio coffee at her home on Ederal Hospital in Memphis
feet, three times the space which costs $8. Selections can be made
!Ma
dings
Street.
from
a
list
of
white,
loblolly
and
the chemistry and ph it.m depart• 1500 FEET FROM SAEMPHIS*
Services were held on Jan. 10
Troy
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
ments have in their present quar- shortleaf pines and black locust
at 2 p. m. at the W. W. Jones and
and
yellow
poplar.
and
All
of Kenters. The new building will have
Sons Funeral Home chapel in
complete Line
•COMPLETLY REMODELED
laboratory space to :,ccommodate tucky's service foresters are ready
Martin. The William G. Adams
Connie
With JIM PR OR
to assist in the proper selection of Hearing . Mi
2,800
students
officiated.
Batte.ri.
in
c4
cinistry
Burial
and
was
in
East Side Apeiconorol Agent, illinois Civel Ulna
in
about 2.000 in physi,-. Research species and planting information.
Cemetery.
•• hi, raaies, of hearing aicks'
love
Fulton County residents should
facilities
also will br available for
FARM
YOUTH
CTION
IN
Mr. Sallee was born Sept. 20,
our Hearing ALA 13•••••.call, write or visit the State Foragain!
faculty
members
and
graduate
mu
it at_ vow;find opoorte.nit.
1902. He was a retired painter.
In case you need a
of enestry office at Mayfield. Order
students.
He was the son of the late G. W. couragement about how o r counAt the northeast corner of the blanks are also available at the
and Flora McMillen.
77Y DIII.Tr; CC
try is getting along you eed to
building is an eye-c tching, silo- office of the Fulton County agricultural agent, the Soil ConservaLit.e street
'hone
Mr. Sallee leaves three broth- do is to take time to witne S just type structure rising
to
rooftop
tion Service (SCS) office or the $ awe/.
ers, C. b. Sallee of Pine Bluff, what some of our farmboy and level. Designed to hoti.‹e
ownawans.
a
nuclear
Ark., D. L. Sallee, of Memphis and girls are doing. Although not as accelerator, it has ai
:nternal diaRussell Sallee of Martin; and large in numbers as several years meter of 30 feet,
s 58 feet
three sisters, Mrs. L. C. Giles of ago, some of the best prospectster above ground level
and extends
seen,. STRWART
'MORN
Martin, Mrs. A. D. Witherington, future leadreship are now de- below ground for 13
Om. OH..
IA A-1510
!cet. Its conChicago, Ill., and, Mrs. C. E. veloping in our rural areas. The crete walls are two
feet
thick.
In Operation 61 _Years
boys and girls _accept heavy reBrown of Clinton.
HOME OF THE FAMOUS
•
Pallbearers were James Sallee, sponsibilities in many ways for
LADIES DAT
are
that
e activities
carried
the
on
Bill Brown, Bob Brown Charles, the
a,
• Large Display •
Lady members of the Fulton
year.
Pounds, Tony Green and Bennie 41'"ugh*td
•
• Well Lighted At Night
It is quite interesting
to talk Country Club enjoyed is pot-luck
Welch.
with these future leaders and col- luncheon .at the club 'óesday at
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
lect the items-of-interest and ideas noon, with bridge in the afterGO TO CHURCH
that so many times they keep to noon.
themselves. Many are already
FULTON
G'FIELD:
J. B. MANESS & SONS
making plans for their future,
CALL 124
AD 5-2293
tiATL/R1NO
Advertise
in
the
News,
the
for
Greenfield, Tenn
about what they plan to do when
CHARCOAL SPOILED SIECIALTIRS
they graduate from high school best results.
207 Commercial
Phone 58 and go to college. So many of
•
them areyery deteined to make
JAMES HAZELWOOD a mark for themselves • in life.
KILER
They are not only meeting every
DIVES
challenge that is placed before
UAL KILLEBREW
them, but often are the first ones
—Slip Covers; seat covers
who always volunteer for the ex;IAN AHERNE • GRANT WILLIAMS „,,„ .„.
—Upholstering (all kinds:
Ira curricular work of any kind
'
...NATALIE SCHAFER• KENTSIAITH
In their communities.
modern and antique
•-ft 509a ad Naloa a KIM DA.
—Draperies
Th'ese facts are brought more
.111.L• TECHNICOLOR* FROM WARNER Bim
—Awnings, tarpaulins
vividly to our minds about this
IN-TECHNICOLOR!
time of year. Community, county,
state and National fairs have already been held for 1961, and the
worthy „youngsters that participated in the events have been judged
at to their winnings and received
awards for outstanding work performed during the year.
Some were given awards for
4.
their accomplishments on a local
level, while others received disA top-down picture in
wiry?
tinction for state winnings. Then
comes the really hard work set
sure! We simply couldn't wait 1.3_
that will move on to participate
show you tile easiest-to-own Cht vin the National contests. The Furolet Convertible you ever flipped
ture Farmers of America have
held their National Convention
a tap over! Get a load .-of thit
and the winners proclaimed. The
1)road-loop carpeting,--thorelegmit
4-H clubs have been to Chicago
instrument panel,'and 00leatherfor the National,II-H Club Congress, where final honors were
like vinyl on those buekeit seats*
bestowed. Here, truly, has been
op front. We call it l'ishrr rrody
Democracy it work 1981 style.
finesse. What else will you find?
There is no doubt about it folks
those rural youngsters need all the
Plenty...of zip, for one thing, from
support they can get and deserve
a spunky
Plenty of room, too.
even more. They are a wonderful
group, let's give them every opAnd the ride's firm, but ever so
'IOW
portunity and prepare them as
gentle, thanks to new Mono-Plate
best we can for the responsible
rear springs'. Go see how inexpenplaces of leadership in the years
s4s.
that are ahead. Remember this,
sively your Chl,'vn\tltt dealer can
the future strength of a nation
put
some
June
in
your
January
lay dorment in the youth of that
also
with Chevy 11!
country, and if properly develop$39/5
Rtz•
Full
1N/N a
ed physically, mentally and above
Chcr4I I.("was put to the test
all spiritually, no foe dare chal1 s the men who kuibte ear.
,imestlenge!
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famous Sealy Flex Guard
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quality is offered below the
Wilburn Allen, local banana
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company employee, has been in
nationally advertised price
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LIFE AWARD
olt ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE

81st
AnnlveTsary
Sale

• Exclusive Edge-Gard* border support
• Heavy 8-oz. woven stripe
ticking
• Sealy's famous, smooth
button.fre• surfac•
• Hundreds of tampered coils

'Ir:vvey Johnsor

•(,,ri)nal at crira cont. Alan
avanialnia so Nova Sian Cunipen

All types of Insurance
SAVE ! GET our

CONVENIENT TERMS AT

See the new Chevy II at your local authorized Chrrrolet dealer's Ore-Stop Shopping Center
00•00001414

PACKAGE DEAL

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 Lake Street

Phone

1

"Covering everything"
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 461
422 Lake St.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET -- BUICK, INC.
104 East Fourth Street

Phones 31 IOC
lb

Fulton
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'OUTDOOR DRAMA--

Davis - Mullins .
Engagement Told

(Cuntl.ned from page one)

much. He'later said that if anyone
pageant or drama
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Davis, Ful- ever created a
ton route 1, announce the engage- concerning him he hoped Kermit
meat of their daughter, Sue Davis, Hunter would be the author.
to Reuben Mullins, son of Mr.
A Barkley pageant seems, to me
and Mrs. Ode Mullins of Wingo to have great possibilities. It could
route I.
of Washington
be the story
Miss Davis is a graduate of through a half-century, for that
Hickman County High School in was how long the Veep was there.
• the class of 1961. She is now at- , Any of the great leaders from
tending Anderson Beauty College Wilson through Eisenhower could
in Union City, Tennessee.,
come ali,ve on the amphitheater
Mr :SthIlitis is also a graduate stage. Barkley was a part of it all;
' of Hickman County High School he was linked with all the Presi-in' the class of 1960. He attended dents from Wilson through part
UTMB in Martin, Tenn, and is or the years of Eisenhower and
presently employed hy the Gen- involved in many of the great haperal Tire•and Rubber Company in penings of our country.
tylayfield.
Perhaps people would Oat stop
Wedding plans are incomplete.
in great numbers just to see the
life of Alben W. Barkley, although
J UDE IS SPEAKER
he was known .- and respected
Obion C.),mtv. Judge Dan Mc. throughout the nation. I don't beKinnis o1. .11 City was the lieve a show strictly about him,
guest speaker at a meeting of the as great as he was, would do any
Obion Col,
'
5v
Cnuncil Monday better
with
tpurists
passing
night at Westover.
•
through Kentucky than a show
about Cordell Hull would do in
GO TO CHURCH
Tennessee. And they were both

tremendous.
But a drama with either one of
their careers imbedded in a story
of Washington through a halfcentury just cotirdn't miss. Think
of the,possibilities; they are unlimited.
I even went so far as to try to
name the drama. I thought: of
"Mr. Statesman" and "Mr. Veep"
and "Mr. Democrat" but decided
I way all wet. I am sure that if
we get a drama produced for this
area that somebody will do a better job of naming it than I Could.
As I said, Mrs. Westpheling has
her heart in this project. She is
not in it as a Olitician qr a part
of- the
Com s administration
either. She believes in the future
of a pageant for Western Kentucky and is using as her basis for
this the fantastic shccess stories of
"Unto These Hill" and "The
Book of Job" and "The Stephen
Foster Story."
This project will need lot's of
support. If you're interested, will
you please let me or Mrs. Westpheling know?

GO TO CHURCH

:S--

-,AUSAGE
TIAMPTIIGER
,o‘r•AT

FRANKS

3 LB. PKG.

Lb. 45c

•:

PrNTS
7-37,ACHES
;•11
r/ORK

2 CANS

__

ROSEDALE

12 100 ('.%V5

RFELFOOT

& BEANS $1.00
11

2 4 1.11. ('RT.

$1.00

12 390 CANS
!-PAGHETTI
$1.00

SPA''I

OT. .1111
MIRACLE WHIP
59c
411..../4",

••

,
•

It.42',1;q•,./

1440

•

--IONTE Fruit 4 303 Cans
L'OCKTAIL
$1.00

$1.00

.4PI
•
r

1

$1.00

PURE LARD

300 CANS

HOMINY

4 301 CANS

PEARS

$1.00

.41
.39

_GLYCERIN 1. ROSE WATER, 8 on
_HAIRTONE ROSE HAIR OIL 4 on.
Mildly fragrant

.69

_IBATH, 6 oz.- For hygienic care of eyes

.69

_IODINE TINCTURE, 1 on
_LANOLIN COMPOUND, 1 on. tube
To soothe chapped, dry skin
_MAGNESIA TABLETS (Milk of) 100's
For simple acid stomach and mild laxative
_MAGNEX POWDER, 4 oz.
Quick-acting antacid
_MAGNEX TARGETS, 12's- Antacid
Long lasting effect. Taste like candy

.39

.49

.45
.59
.89
.39

.57

JiAVAP INHALER - for "stuffy" nose
_SACCHARIN TABLETS, YR gr. 100'S
_SHAVING LOTION, 4 or.
Astringent, refreshing

we 900 CALORIE DIET

goodounce
8
Tastes
• Moos may
Chocolate or Vanilla

•hIP'.

_SODA MINT TABLETS, 45'3-Antacid- .23
_SODIUM BICARBONATE, 8 oz.._
, .3T
_SOLUTION #59, Pint
------ .59
-Antiseptic Mouthwash
_SORETONE, 6 or.- Liniment for temporary
relief ot minor muscular aches and pains .98
_SUPPOSITORIES. Glycerin (Adult) 12's _-__ .49
.49
_SUPPOSITORIES, Glycerin (Infant) 12's
_SURIN OINTMENT, 11
/
4 or. tube-Try Surin for
quick relief of temporary pains of arthritis .98
_TARTAN LIP POMADE .35
for lever st- ,. chapped lips
141371ROCULCRIDE Tabs.
.-THVIAItMa,InNinE
25 mg. 100's 2.29
_THIAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE Tabs.
50 mg. 100's 3.98
_THIAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE Tabs.
100 mg. 100's 6.98
_TOOTHACHE DROPS- with applicator

_VITAMIN A, 50,000 units- 100's..-- 4.98
_WHEAT GERM OIL Capsules, 100's..-.--- 1.19
WINTERGREEN OIL, 2 oz
_WITCH HAZEL, Pint - Astringent

00
__ -

2for 6.98
2 for ..49
2for 2.59
2for 4.98
2for 1.19
2 for .63
2 for .69
2 for .98
2 for .59

_

In Plastic Case

,--7.,-,....•""

...!:.b(t.,
L.....;.-_-....-,
-.•:•-• --:-2,--- 0)bottles
92 each
• •••...........-• .

DENTURE .CLEANSER

Ws soar
Cleans dentures thormighie

•

'Each

"
;5

$159

mhe.son

$9.00

-::••••

ONLY 594

Reg.

us...
4

without tarsal.'

$900

It Ur tad
denhare
cleanse IV!

2 for 63*

••••

0
59

4 LB.
PKG.

McKesson ASPIRIN TWINS

eon
r•

••••
•1•11•
••••
..•••

...,.... 0 Adult Reg. 590 Each
,
•
,..:,.
2 bolZ594

8 14

OM,
IMP
OW.

Ntitegto

ELECTRIC

HEATING PAD
• 3 Pastime huts
• Washable elver

ONLY

$298

.,..•.

"-.."-•• •
.'* ,'" V,e
•
‘SA • 1 j

• Guaranteed lady, r

- ''

,-,'11
-:
.--1H-

uP.%,
,-,,, /ley "ads!
if1=4"-- \
.'' #'

FREE

,\clit,e
1

,
,

ELECTRIC Tii r
PERCOLATOR ''-\ty
Folly autonotic • EIE Ars
4 to 'cops • Dual NNWSIMI

Adjustable headband
Bring your MOM or Dad to our store and
Beautiful multi colored headdress,..
OP right for "Cowboys and Indians-

McKesson

OUTSTANDING BUYS FOR THE HOME
•
••
r.r.,.••...••...•

3 for .69

_FACIAL TISSUES - 400 Sheets

1.29
1.69
1.39
3.95
2 for .99
2 for .25
.77
.69
2 for .20

_ST. REGIS HOT WATER BOTTLE
REGIS COMBINATION SYRINGE

4-

3 !Leg. Size

DELMUNTE Whole 4 303 Can

GREEN BEANS $1.00
PEE

$1.00
25 LT1. BAG

_ST. REGIS FILLER PAPER -300 sheets .........-_BALL POINT PEN L REFILL
retractable- Clear-vu

5 303 CANS

CHERRIES
;

_ST. REGIS FOUNTAIN SYRINGE
...ST. REGIS HAIR DRYER- hot or cold switch
Fully guaranteed
_ST. REGIS STATIONERY
80 sheets and 40 envelopes
_ST. REGIS BOBBY PINS
Reg. .25 card
rubber tips

re'

pioeLY WIGeLy
6 607. ('ans

15k

DENTURE ADHESIVE
oz. tubs

Small application holds
teeth fast ALL DAY

got your

,
,,,..
v-..

'

Reg.63c Each

2 for 634
i

•

ORANGE JUICE • $1.00

" '." $888

Oro farooror

While They Last

INDIAN HEADDRESS

..

MIRRO.MATIC

3
a

RED

2 for .23
2 tor---37
2 for .59
2 for .98
2 for .49
2 for .49
2 for .98
2 for .35
29
2.98
2for 3

FEVER THERMOMETER
MIMED
I

SUPER HIGH POTENCY
Vitamin Mineral Capsules
1404 ,...,
supe
„<•::art‘hin,.

SNACK SET
. , ,...........,5-,....„)%rof

PIES

.59

/
2 or. tube
__ZINC OXIDE OINTMENT, 21

Oral or Rectal

Vintage
IA .P1ECII

BST

sWISS MISS .

.69

_YEAST TABLETS (Brewer's) 250'S .............. .98

BUY NOW..and-CAW?

.‘•

ECRTHERN, PINTO

+LI WP.L.I,Phhr.p•s4,

.49
1
69
3

_VITAMIN A, 25,000 units- 100's ..-.-.-. 2.59

SPECIAL LOW. LOW PRICE

moms

*a

.50

R•liabi•

••••.•

BEANS
S1.03

2 for .47
2 for .57
222toffororr.3..53903

.33

'

1110,4, ••

.,••••

11

.43

.37

*he

BP.OWNfl

.65

_EPSOM SALT, 8 on

..MILK OF MAGNESIA, Pint

2 for .59
2 for .69
2for 1.98
2 for .65
2 fOr .43
2 for .63
2 for 1.00
2 for .47
2 for .43
2 for .41
2 for .39
2 for .55
2for 2.98
2 for .37
2Jor .69
2 for .49
2 for .69
2 for .39
2 for .45
2 for .59
2 for
2 for .39

_CORN REMEDY - with felt pads
.55
_CYTAMIN MULTIPLE VITAMIN CAPSULES, 100:s
Vitamin value at a low, low price
2.98

S•Oft Premium Thick Slice
BACON t is. PKG-$1.0$

$1.00

Sale
Price

Precinct & Size
_ALCOHOL RUBBING COMPOUND, Pint
'r Body rub-ideal for sickroom.................59
_AXAR TABLETS, 50's
.69
Excellent pain reliever
_BEEF, IRON & WINE, Pint
Iron-rich tonic to help stimulate appetite 1.98

_CASTOR OIL, 2 on
_COLD SORE LOTION,/
1
4 on.
-with applicators

SWIFTS CELLO

$1.00

Reg.
Price

_SPIRIT OF CAMPHOR, 1 oz
.47
_CAMPHORATED OIL, 2 on.
Chest rub for congestion of colds.........._ .43

r7SEPAS Cutup Lb. 27c
3 LP. PKG.

_MERTHIOLATE (Tincture of) 1 or.
First aid for minor cuts and abrasions._ .47

.63
_BORIC ACID POWDER, 8 on
_BURNTONE IMPROVED, 1 on. tube -First aid for
minor burns. Antihistaminic-anesthetic 1.00

GOV. T v,SP7.CTED GRADE "A"

-I'RE PORK

SAVE

_BORIC ACID CRYSTALS, 4 on

TERRIFIC SAVINGS EVENT
'T.

CORNER E. STATE LINE AND BROADWAY STREETS
PHONES 40 and 3
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

_BENZOIN (Compound Tincture) 2 on

i GOO' WiG.LA

•Fill•%.1
1141.
:
-.!".••••10I•qt.

SOUTH SIDE DRUG CO.

$1.00

Goi.DEN RIPE

POTATOES

89c

BANANAS

P PRY

RA113--f

IPFXA.'
4p,E
WET

GRAPEFRUTI4S

29c

ORA GES _ _

a

10c
29c

_ROCKET CELLOPHANE TAPE
Reg. .23 per roll
800" per roll
_TOP GRAIN LEATHER WALLETS - Men's and Ladies' stitchless construction. Assorted styles.
__STEAM 8, DRY IRON -Steams 30 minutes on
1 filling
_DANCING MILEAGE HOSIERY- Seamless (2 pairs
per box)
_MIXED NUTS - 14 or. can, fancy roasted......
__PACIFIC IRONING BOARD COVER & PAD SET
Silicone - cuts ironing time almost in half._ST. REGIS JUNIOR ALARM CLOCK
_LIGHTERS - Windproof, standard or thinline
.
Goldtone and chrome ........
_BOXED STATIONERY
_ST. REGIS ALARM CLOCK

NON-ALLERGENIC

5 LB. BAG

--

_ST. REGIS COMBS-2 sizes, nylon and styrene

.39

_EXTENSION CORD -9 feet-3 outlets

MIA DEEP PILE

•

MORE BIG SAVINGS
69
_ANALGESIC BALM, 1 or. tube
ASCORBIC ACID TWINS,
(Vitamin CI
100 mg., 100's...1.79 ea.

...14teirtfteltf
f
Al4C/Atitite./(110.00.4,••.$0,110.F.R•.•.1%•.••••••••••

_ASCORBIC ACID TWINS, 250 mg., 100's.. 3.59 ea.

$6.00
VALUE

ACRES OF FREE PARKING
Open Till 9 P. M. 6

Days

Thurs. Jan. 18, Thru Sat. Jan 20
We Reserve The Right To Limit

Prices Effective

203 So. Broadway

So, Fulton, Tenn.

"Festival"

BLANKET
Yours for only $398
and gift certificate given at Our store
with purchase of any McKesson 2 for 1 Sale item
. rot 72.90 - suitable for twin or double bed • Choice of 5 c oior s
• Machine washable -Iasi thyme • A blend of 91% Rayon 'a'. AcrilanaciyUc

2 for .39
1.49
8.88
2 Pirosr.1.59
.69
.77
2.29
.49
.79
2.19

_ASCORBIC ACID TWINS, 500 mg., 50's .. 3.59 ea.
_ASPIRIN FOR CHILDREN TWINS( 2 bottles 50's)
74 Yal.
Accurate dose - lime flavored
_ COD LIVER OIL (Plain) Pint
_CUT 'N SCRATCH CREAM, 1 on. tube
"Tops" for the medicine chest
LIQUID SWEETENER TWINS
(2 bottles 25 cc.)
MERCUROCHROME, 1 or.

..1.39
69
1.30 Yal.
.33

19
MINERAL OIL (Heavy) Pint
SOOTHE SKIN TWINS 12-8 or. Plastic)
Soft, smooth hand and body lotion .... 1.711 VW.

.55
2for 1.29
2for 2.49
2for 2.49
.49
1.09
.59
.98
.25
.49
1.19

8

7

The News reports your- - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merrywayn
.
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
The American Legion Auxiliary met Tuesday nighf
at the home of Mrs. Elmer McNatt, with Mrs. R. L. Harris as co-hostess.
Mrs. Leon Hutchens was the program leader and
her subject was "Legislation and National Security."
Kentucky
Southwest
The
Shrine and Goodwill Shrine Club
of Union City enjoyed a dinner
meeting at the Derby in Fulton.
Approximately 85 attended.
The rehearsal dinner for the
Binford-Leggett wedding party
was given by the parents of the
groom, the Rev. and Mrs. J. L.
Leggett Saturday, Jan. 6 at 7:30
p. m. at their home on Walnut
Street.
, Miss Genita Murray, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Murray,
was honored with a surprise birthday party Jan. 10 at 3 p. m., given
by Mrs. Louis Sensing and Jessica
at their home on Williams Street.
Mrs. Max McDade was hostess
to a delightful buffet supper and
bridge party on Tuesday night of
week at the home in Deepwood.
The affair was planned to honor
Mrs. Tom Lane, who is moving
soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Fly are
visiting this week points South.
While they are away, Mrs. Fly's
parentglfom-PradiRah are staying
at the Fly home here.
Mrs. Bob Peterson entertained
the members of the Wednesday
night bridge club last week, and
two guests, Mrs. Joe Sanders and
Mrs. Riley Allen at her home on
Hillcrest.
The Annie Armstrong Circle met
Monday night at the church. Mrs.
Pete Green and Mrs. Edna Abel
were hostesses,.

duction by Brother Harold Neal,
the local minister, Judge Sam
Tatum of the Juvenile Court of
Davidson County, Tennessee, the
guest speaker, provoked tears to
the eyes of the large audience as
he related events from his past
experience. It was branded in the
hearts of those present that one
of our first obligations both as
parents and as the church is to
dedicate ourselves to properly
bringing up our children in a
Christian enviroment, both in the
home and the community. A deep
love for our children and our
dedicbtion to them scored high in
our minds as he told of those
whose hearts had been ripped and
torn' by a home 'that was divided.
Perhaps the central theme could
be summed up in these words—"A
home divided against itself_ cannot stand:" .
At the cOnelusion of the lesson
the audience was dismissed, and
for the rest of the afternoon the
throng toured the ultra-modern
building. The heart-felt thanks Of
the congregation goes to those who
donated the beautiful flowers that
gracel the building, Mac and Fay,
Killebrews. Owens Atkins Insurance, Hornbeak Funeral Home, by
Joy Lynn Flower Shop, and Herb
Grissom's Gulf Service.
The church wishes 'to express
appreciation to all who had a part
in making the open house a great
success.

home Mrs J. H Patterson, Jr.,
was the guest speaker and gave a
book review.

HONOR ROLL

The Sara Dean Class of the First
Christian Church met with Mrs.
Ben Evans Monday afternoon at
2:30. Serving as co-hostess was
Mrs. Earl Plumley. Mrs. Gordon
Baird was program leader.

Boys—Danny Carver, Bill Leneave, Warren Nanney.
Girls—Cleta
Beggs,
Wanda
Cash, Alice Jo Leggett, Kay Morris, Joyce Owens, Scarlet Turner.
Linda Wtiitnel.

Mrs J. H. Patterson Jr.,
lighted members of the'
Home and
Garden Department Friday afternoon when she presented "My 30
Years Backstairs at the White
House" by Lillian Rogers Parks.
Mrs. Arch Huddleston, department chairman, presided at the
meetii.g and presented Mrs. Patterson. who responded to the
complimentary introduction with
a tribute to her sister, the late
Fern Taylor Hamblin, whom she
said bad been her inspiration and
instructor in reading and book reviweing. She wished to give credit
to her for any success she may
have achieved in this field.
During the routine business
session, attention was centered -on
the February program to be given
by Mrs. W. S. Atkins, Mrs. E. E.
Pittman and Mrs. John Earle.
Members were asked to bring some
things representative of their personal hobbies to bE displayed at
the meeting. ,
During the social hour the hostessei. Mrs. Hoyt Moore, Mrs.
Roye Cocke, Mrs. N. J. Tobin.
Mrs. Herman Williamson, Mrs. G.
C. Richardson and Mrs. W. 0.
Locke served coffee and tea dainties from an attractive refreshment table. Mrs. Huddleston presided at the tea service.
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SENIORS

JUNIORS
Boys—Don-BUrnette Jim Campbell Stanley Jeffress, Barry Roper, Lynn Williamson. ."
Bondurailt, Itirartha
DeMyer; Sheri Eliott,
Annie
Grene, Beverly Haman, Josephine
Hancock, Pamela Homra, Phyllis
Pigue..

SOPHOMORES
Boys—Curtis Hancock, Freddie
Wells.
Girls so- Sandra Ballow, Mary
Grant DeMyer, Carol Dunn, Carolinda Hales, Judy_ Hoodenpyle.
Mary Virginia Page, Linda Warren, Lydia Wright.

FRESHMEN
Boys—Charles
Allen, Andy
Batts, Wayman Hancock, Ken
Morgan, Don Reed, Jerry Wells,
ngGreg Williamson, Terry W
ha m.

IF

you are more interested in built-in quality than exterior frills ...

IF you want the joy of a consistently clean, lint-free wash ...
IF you prefer simple, easy-to-understand controls ;hat give you ICCUrite
IF

dialing for all fabric and soil conditions
you'd like a drzer that can be cycled either (1) to stop when clothes
are dry, or (2) according to specific time .

IF you want the most trouble-free home laundering service you can pos.
sibly get...
Then, before you buy a new washer or dryer,

DO SEE the new

1960

Niro

SPIED

Dunn;
Girls—Betty
ennett,
Campbell, Silvia- Carden, Phylly
Crocker, Jane Edwards, Carolyt,
Hood, Carol Luther Andrea Melton, Sherry Milstead, Margari•t
Omar, Sally Pirtle. Marie Rudd',
Nancy Treas, Helen Worley.

STUDENTS ,MAKING ALL A'-;
--Linda Whitnel, Sodor; Lyn,.
Williamson. Junior: :11:,rtha DeMyer, Junior; Curtis Hancock.
HONOR ROLL—
Sophomore; Freddie Wells. Sopho(Continued from page one)
more; Linda Warren Sophomore,
Nancy Treas. Helen Worley.
. Ken . Morcin, Freshman: .Jerry
STUDENTS MAKING ALL A'S Wells, Freshman; Betty Bennet!
—Linda Witittlet, Senitn, M
DeM,yer, Junior; Ken Morgan. man; Nanc.4. Treas, Freshman.
Freshman; Jerry Wells,Freshman; a The requirement for the honot
Betty_ Bennett, Freshman; Silvia roll is for the student to make all
Carden, Freshman; Nancy Treas, A's or B's.
Freshman.
All grade ,•ards for the First
The requirement for the honor Semester u , ri handed out et,
roTrITT17,17e-student to make all Monday, JatatarY 15.
A's or B's.
The Drama Department of the
All grade cards for the first SeFulton Woman's Club met Tues- mester weer handed out on MonAdvertise in The News, for th*6
day at 7:30 p. m. at the club day, January 15.
hest results.

Despite the bad weather, approximately five hundred beogle
gathered for - the
Smith St.
Church of Christ open house held
in South Fulton Sunday, Jan. 7.
The open house was held in the
recently completed new church
building. The congregation had
been meeting in a store building
on Broadway until the new building was completed.
Good congregational singing
was enjoyed by all, and was led
by Joe Gambill. After the intro-
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First Semester

Speed Queen Automatic Washors
are priced as

low as

Speed Queen Dryers
are priced as low as

DeLuxe Washer and Matching
Electric Dryer (This Week)

$189.95
$148.00
(z348.88

REGULAR $14995

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were
patients in the local hospitals
Wednesday morning.

JONES HOSPITAL
Ernest Howard, Mayfield, Route,
Mrs. Ida Craig, Mrs. Weldon
King. Mrs. Robert Lowry, Jake
Huddleston, Mrs. J. T. Powell,
Mrs. Robert Rucker, Lady Rose
Craddock, Mr. and Mrs. Grover
Dallas, Mrs. Herman 'Parks, Mrs.
Harry
Murphy, Mrs. Willard
Wooten, Mrs. Bill Gray, Little
Bill Gray and Mrs. Jerry Speight
and baby, all of Fulton; M. H.
E. Harrington, Hickman.

FULTON HOSPITAL.
Lewis Burke, Fulton, lieute 3,
Mrs. Tom Dicus, Martin, Route 1,
Affs. J. B. Norman, Wingo, Route
2, Morgan Davidson, Fulton,
Route 1, Mrs. I. R. Jeffress,
Crutchfield Mrs.' Kenneth Moore
and baby, Clinton, Route 2, Mrs.
J. C. Walker, Clinton, Route 1,
Mrs. James Tuck, Water Valley,
Route 1, Ann Gattis, Fulton, Route
3, Burnie Barnes, Water Valley,
Route 2', Ray Nix, Martin, Route
3, Miss Elsie Gwynn, Route 1,
Fulton Marsh Dew, Sharon. Mrs.
Charles Toos, Clinton, Mrs. Myrtle
Beck, Union City, C. E. Underwood, Union City, Route 3, Mrs.
Harry Wayne, Columbus; Mrs.
Archlie Hornsby, Bill Morris, Mrs.
V. J. Voegell, Mrs. Hattie Fullitigton, Katie Brown, James Olds,
Mrs. Mettle Ford, Raymond Gam.
-bil, Mrs. Fred Clark, Barney
Yates, all of Fulton.

ALL FOUR PIECES(AS SHOWN ABOVE)

Dresser - Mirror Chest and Bed
With Purchase of any 2-Piece Stationary Living Room Suite
THIS WEEK AT

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
James Sparks,
Mrs. James
Pierce and baby, L. D. Wright,
William Pillow, Mrs. Paul Butts,
and Curtis Thurmon, all of Fulton;
Mrs. H. P. Allen, South Fulton,
Mrs. Pat Payne, Clinton, Linda
Nall, Clinton; Mrs. Jane Greer,
Pierce, Milton Counce, South Fulton, Mrs. C. D. Jones, South Fulton, Mrs. Charles Hornsby, Dresden, Mrs. James Haygood, Route
3, Fulton, Mrs. A. W. Green,
South Fulton and RiCry Hopkins,
South Fulton.

WADE FURNITURE COMPANY
10111/0.,

•T

• •

" TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE "
112 LAKE STREET
FULTON
PHONE 103

1g
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey FrIelsis •

Farm News, Meetings, Events
(Ed's note: the /allowing intorrnati,,n. suppltrd THE NEWS
by Me USDA, ASC, nearby County . Agents and aoriculturat
aorneres will be of special interest to Protressive tamers in the
— hen-Tenn area);
;UCCESS OF 1961 FEED_GRAIN
for next year urg equally good,
eROGRAM OUTLINED
also partly as a restIlt of the feed
The 1981 Feed Grain Program program. Not only farmer.;. but
las successfully met all of its ob- rural commu Metes, processors, and
ectives, Roy Bard, Chairman, others who sell to farmers, beneand fit from improved farm income.
Stabilization
lgricultural
2.—Fair and stable prices for
:•onservation Fulton County Cornnate< said today. The program consumers for meat, poultry, and
vas enacted la,st spring to meet a dairy products. Retail prices for
.erious emergency which was these products have remained
fairly steady ard ha,ye actually
hen threaterdu agriculture.
decline during the
The objectivrs of the program shown a modest
•ind how they have been met were period -of the program.
3. Lower costs to taxpayers.
•xplained by the Chairman as
Savings of more than $500 Million
ollreks:
• 1. Increased income for parti- will result during the next few
ipating farmers. Net income is years from storage, handling, and
tp by $1 billion, or 9 percent— transportation fees which will not
iartly because of the feed grain have to be paid out because curirogram. Farm-income prospects rent Government stocks are going
down instead of up.
4. Reduced Government grain
stocks. Despite the record yields
in 1961, total grain stocks will be
reduced by some 200 million bushels—the first reduction in surplus feed grain stocks since 1952.
A program similar to the 1961
emergency feed grain program is
in effect for 1962 crops of corn,
grain sorghum, and barley. The
program calls for the diversion of
acreage from the production on
these crops into an approved soilconserving practice. Special payTO HELP PROTECT
are available to farmers
THE "PRIME. OF LIFE" mentssign
up and participate in the
who
You've bees hopins for a forprogram.
— with extra pomuia
tency to support a positive sense
The U. S. Department of Agriof well-being and mental alertculture teday announeeel.
new. It provides important liposrup corn
%sell as the more cernreLte vitamin-mineral protect,on
and. grain sorghum will begin
Ide for the mature adult.
Feb. 5 and run through March 30.
Under this program, farmers
are able to help bring production
into line with needs through diverting feed Train acreage to consr rving uses. Fali-seeded wheat
..nd barley acreage was signed up
under the two programs during a
signup period .which ended December 1.
- USDA officials pointed out that
108 Lake Phones 70-428

PERIATRIC

C3:1S11:BS
CITY DRUG CO. .

.

=

rE.Al;IEP,-,UGHT!

Nag-.

The Rev. James Holt filled his
regular appointment at New Salem Baptist Church this past Sunday at 11 a. m. and the evening
service held at usual hour.
Get-well wishes are sent to Eddie Lassiter of Highland Park,
Mich., who is a brother a your
writer, that he may soon be feeling better. He has been employed
in the shops for the past nine
years, but a former resident of the
Lynnville area.
All over this area the sub-zero
weather has played havoc to electric wells, the bath rooms, as all
pipes were frozen, so farmers have
had to work continously to save
their plumbing for several days
last week. Light snow and ice covered the bridges and highways
making highways hazardous.
Mrs. John Mitchell is a victim
of deep siege of colds and is thus
indesposed.
chamber
News reached this writer the
SPECTATOR'S GALLERY of the Kentucky House of Representatives
Commonwealth"
past week of the marriage of Miss
was jammed as Gov. Bert Combs delivered his "State of the
of the 1962
Patricia McCoy of Memphis to Mr.
address to the joint session of the House and Senate at the opening
House asTommie Tucker of Lansing, unitGeneral Assembly. An arch of the gallery frames the floor of the
presiding
ing two of our popular young peoand
Senate
the
of
president
Wyatt,
Wilson
Gov.
Lt.
Combs speaks.
ple on Dec. 16. The ceremony took
rear.
at
chair
speaker's
House
the
occupies
session,
officer of the joint
place in Memphis.
Patti, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred McCoy of Memphis
give
will
dates
signup
earlier
the
and Tommie is the son of Mr. and
farmers and farm serving indusMrs. Dodge Tucker of Lansing,
early
make
to
opportunity
tries an
where he has employment. A long
year.
crop
coming
plans for the
and happy life is wished by all
their friends here.
Farmers who are interested in
Mrs. Buton Lassiter is still sufestablishing soil and water confering some pain from arthrities,
The amazing development of joints are swollen and she has
servation practices on their farms
Pete Doles, talented young vounder the .1962 Agricultural Con- calist of Corinth, Mississippi, will public schools in Hickman county been in bed a portion of the time,
servation Program should file be seen by TV viewers through- during the past two decades was and all friends hope for her a
their requests as soon as possible, out the nation when he appears outlined at the Chamber of Com- soon complete recovery.
suggests Narvel Seals, Chairman, on the Ted Mack Original Ama- merce meeting last week in a
It was just a few weeks ago that
Obion County Agricultural Stab- teur Hour, Sunday, Jdnuary 21 at "Progress" report by Supt. Dentis some new mercury lights were inMcDaniel.
ilization and Conservation Com- 4:00 P. M.
stalled in Dukedom lighting our
mittee.
are
Citing first (in round figures) tlivay stop. town, so well-known
Mid-South TV viewers
Requests to participate in the urged to watch the program on,. the- cost-el--operating the schools, that some of our mail goes up to
program must be filed at the January 21 and to send in a postal he pointed out that the entire Ducktown Tenn. With everything
County Agricultural Stabilization card to Box 191, Radio City Sta- budge for the schools in 1940-41 •moved into the new post office, a
recently
and Conservation Service office tion New York, New York and was only $73,000. In 1950-51 this new brick building
in Union City and the conserva- vote for Pete Doles as winner of figure had increased to 8153,000, built, and which Mr. Forrest Dartion practice aptiroved, before the Mack Contest. If successful and the budget for the present, nell serves as postmaster, all our
work is begun. Final deadline for in the Ted Mack Contest, he will school year is $400,000.
citizens are justly proud of each
signup under-the program is Feb- 1 have an opportunity to start a caThis tremendous increase was Improvement,
ruary 15th, 1982, Mr. Seals points '-reer as a professional entertaiher recorded, McDaniel said, while
It is reported that Mrs. Ed
out.
as has a number of Mid-South the population of the county was Parker is slightly improved at her
Under the 1962 program, farm- Fair Youth talent winners.
decreasing from 9,142 in 1940 to home in District No. 13, where
ers may get help averaging about
Anyone in the Mid-South area 7,7778 in 1950, and to less than the aged lady has been ill for
one-half th ecost of carrying out interested in sponsoring a local 7,000 in 1960.
many weeks since she suffered a
such conservation practices as es- Youth Talent Contest may receive
stroke.
tablishing and improving vegeta- assistance and further information
Mrs. Zack McClure • remains
tive cover of grasses, legumes, or by writing to Harlo McCall, Dirabout the same nearby' this viltrees for sail protection, installing ector, Youth Talent Contest, Miderosion control structures, and South Fair, Memphis 14, Tennespractices for the conservation or see.
more efficient use of water. •

ellen
more
a full 90-proof
of Kentucky Stioisht $ouris. Whiskey

Only $1.50 /
1 2 Pint
Oldrilti.itd by e-yoal Mgr. ClOWOowtspore. Ky.

Attention Farmers!
Now . Southern States offers dairy and beef cattlemen
a new sixty-five percent protein supplement. It's called

SUPER-BLEND 65
and it's the most economical protein supplement you can use.
It cuts your protein cost well below the cost of oil meals ...
saves you about one dollar a ton on your finished ration.
Super-Blend 65 is the newest member in the Southern ,
States supplement family . . . and it has the highest protein
content ever achieved. It contains several different protein ingredients, too. .. not just one as with oil meals...
plus added vitamins` minerals, salt and molasses.
So, get more milk or more beef at less cost with the
new cost-cutting Southern States supplement...Super-Blend
65. Because it's so high in protein content, you can use less
supplement and more low-cost grain in cattle rations.
First Shipment will arrive here Friday.

Stanley Jones
President Of
Shrine Club Here

NEW
ARRIVAL
‘) DEPT.
IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mil. Eddie ,Holt of
Memphis are the parents of an
eight pound, five ounce baby girl,
Ellen Reid, born,Jan. 13 at the
Baptist Hospital. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
Houston and Mr. and Mrs. Simon
Holt of Fulton.

Stanley Jones has been named
president of the Southwest Kentucky Shrine Club.
The other newly elected officers are: Hugh Fly, vice-president: 13111 Rice, sceretary-treasurer; Dr. Glynn F. Bushart, Lawson
Roper, W. S. Mantle and Win
Whitnel, directors: and Fred Jolley, executive committee.
The club held a dinner meeting, with the ladies of the Nobles
as guests at the Derby Friday evening at 6:30 p. m.
A delightful highlight of the
evening was the music of Miss
Jane Edwards on the piano, organ
and accordian. Miss Edwards is
one of Fulton's popular young
musicians.

nod which began on January 2
1962. Community Committeemen
will be contacting farmers who
have not been participating in the
program to encourage them to use
the ACP to help,solve thelt conserVatibn problems.
Any farmer who wishes to participate his until FEBRUARY
15th, 1982 to go in to the county
office to enroll in the 1962 program.

Central Ave

South Fulton

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY
•••,

1

IT'S PSZRE
The Sensatienal New Inventios
Sotlerlaafs 'MD' Trani
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
Worra's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.

Fulton

TV REPAIR
AS Makes and Models
•
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•

Wade Television
Phone 451

111 Lake St.

Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Hinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

ii

BMWS'
FOR HOSPITAL PROTECTION
Approved by the
Airterkan Hospital Assodation.

FOR SURGICAL PROTECTION
Sponsored by the
Kentucky State Medkal Association

Eligibility requirements ore: You must be a Kentuckian, 64 years of
age or under, in good health, and neither you nor your spouse
12. employed where there are 10 or more persons.

Atk FOP e'•
HEAVEN HILL

BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD HAVE NEVER CANCELLED
MEMBERSHIP BECAUSE OF AGE, HEALTH, OR RETIREMENT.
Dependents of deceased members and children reaching age 19 or
marrying before 19 may continue protection by transfer to their own
membership.

GREEN LABEL

APPLY NOW ON AN INDIVIDUAL OR FAMILY BASIS
(OR, if you work where there ore 5 or more persons, ask your empioyer about forming a Blue Cross Blue Shield Group Plan.)

r 42 0,,,,/
`
f2i

MAIL THIS HANDY COUPON TODAY
5.
s

souTHER
STATES
COO.illAind
"KV
.
. •Azalit
19

RUPTURE

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

ONLY

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

GO TO CHURCH

In Kentucky
, ELIGIBLE
INDIVIDUALS
and
FAMILIES
MAY
APPLY
ANYTIME
for

IT'S A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. James Pierce, Jr.
of Fulton, Route 4 are the parents
of a seven pound, ix ounce boy
Advertise in The News, for the
born at 6:10 a. m.. Jan. 14 at best results.
Hillview hospital.

401- 44eY

BANK CELEBRATES
The Clinton Bank observed the
75th anniversary or its founding
last week, along /With its annual
stockholders meeting and a meeting of the board of director.

ProgressIn
Hickman County
Schools Reported

Mid-South Winner
To Be On Ted Mack
Amateur Hour

OBION PROGRAM
ORION County's Agricultural I
Conservation Program for 1962
has gotten under way, according
to Newel Seals, Chairman of the
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee. He
points out that the 1962 ACP will
eb substantially the same as the
1961 program. County and community ASC committeemen will
administer the ACP as in past
years.
The Chairman said that all
farmers will be given an opportunity to enroll in the 1982 ACP
during the initial enrollment pa-

Its today's b0Jrt On .. 1' is new, improved
• C !;L1-FILTERED..cntucky bc ,on that gives
I.'bdd, yet 9¢ •:
y...) a good
drink. Proces:cd ,e.z' ro terw.eroture, cii
Isee.iness foe,sid out and only rich, light
Issost of bowbon gogcinstss is left in.
nen in im,n..?hiii; new In bettor
bourbon arid WS

lage. She has been confined to
her room with heart condition.
She suffered a few months ago,
so we hope she will soon be restored.
Mrs. Raymond Cherry is able to
return to work at Siegel and Co.
after getting sick while at work
the past week.
We hope that Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Westmoreland are improving at this time, as each have been
on the sick list this winter. Mr.
Westmoreland has been in and out
of the hospital for treatment and
Mrs. Westmoreland suffers from
arthritis.
Today as every day, I hope all
of the readers of these items, gave
food to'all our feathered friends,
such as corn, whole or cracked,
oats, wheat, stale bread table
scraps, hominy grits, or even a
bone; if tied up into a tree or
shrub, here they come to feeding
places.

$2.85
PPR

DWI CROSS-KM SHIELD
3101 Pordsteein Reed
Watering S. Kentucky

flfTff.

$1.45

Mom send rite information and an oppl.cotion for It,. Cross Blv• Shi•Id,

$5.60
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Happy Birthday. 4 Kentucky Residents Cited As
The News would like to wish
Happy Birthday to the following
persons:
Jan. 18—Mrs. H. L. Williams,
Betty Sue Wade; Jan. 19—Seldon
J. Reed, Soncie Pirtle,' Burnham
Dallas. John Gatlin, Mrs. Eph
Dawes; Jan. 20—Peggy Hall
Spraggs, Jamie Barnes, Dora
Hastings; Jan. 21—Mrs. C. F.
Rogers, Linda Susan Ethridge;
Jan. 22—J. T. Brundige, Mrs.
Stella Ellis; Jan. 23: Celia Ann
Wolberton, J. J. Huggins, Sam
McDaniel, J. T. Robey; Jan. 24—
Mrs. J. 4tokes, Betty Sue Bondurant, Patsy Fall; Jan. 25—Joe
Moser, Janie Ruth Noles, Wade
Cox; Jan. 28—Pat McKenzie,
Mary Jo Wespheling; Jan. 27—
Dorothy Lewis Foutch; Jan. 23—
Mary Louise Phillips.
GO TO CHURCH
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Outstanding Alumni of 4-H Clubs
A home economist, a plumber,
-a farmer and a housewive have
been named Kentucky's outstanding 4-H alumni for 1981,
according to the Cooperative
Extension Service.

"This was enough ... to instill in me a strong desire to
do whatever I could to prevent
such a calamity from ever overtaking farmers again."
St. Clair, a former ag teacher,
was selected in 1958 as the Man
of the Year in agriculture by
the Progressive Farmer magazine. He is a member of the Ken-.
tirky commission for education.
Mrs. Depper, who was reared
on a farm in' Carter county, Is
director of the test kitchen at
Martha White Mills in Huntington.
After receiving a degree in
They were selected for their home economics from Eastern
Kentucky State
public service, community leadCollege in 1954,
ership, success in their chosen
she was a home
careers anir4-7f service.
for
economist
The four are, Burl St. Clair,
the Kentucky
of Falls of Rough; Mrs. Frances
Power Co. She
Rice, of Kevil; Bruce Hutchinmakes frequent
son, of Alexandria, and Mrs.
appearances on
Nancie Deppner, of Huntington,
television and
W. Va.
travels through
Each has received a burnished
Mrs. D•ppner
a four state area
copper 4-H alumni recognition
plaque from Olin Mathieson giving tips on baking to 4-H,
Chemical Corp. Chemicals Divi- high school, college and housesion-Agriculture.
• wives groups.
St. Clair is a farmer, president "Mrs. Rice and her husband,
J.
T.,
have
a 370 acre dairy farm
of the Kentucky Farm Bureau,
and president of the Kentucky in McCracken county, where she
is active in charity fund raising,
Farm Bureau Insurance Co.
He said his work in the farm community and civic affairs:
bureau was motivated by his Much of her time is spent workexperiences in the 1930's when, ing with children. She was forafter receiving a degree in agri- merly secretary and bookkeeper
culture from the University of I of the McCracken County Farm
Kentucky, he worked for an In-!Bureau.
The Rices have three chilsurance company rehabilitating
and managing farms that had dren, all active in 4-H work.
, been foreclosed -during the
Hutchinson, a journeyman
I plumber, was manager of the
7.depression.
"I had the opportunity to see ' Southern States Campbell Cothe effects at first hand of a operative for five years and asbankrupted agriculture. Not sistant manager for six_years.
only a ruined and discouraged
He is activeln_the Campbell
people, but communities where county 4-H Advisory Council
pride and spirit were gone and I and works with teenagers at the
farms run down and dilapidated. I Alexandria Canteen.

Initiated Into
Zeta Tan Alpha
450

• CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs.

Harvey Veughan

Several farm owners in this
community have signed oil and
gas leases,in the past few days,
however they do not appear to
be RS encouraged by the oil possilailities as do the persons east of
this community. It is reported
that other drilling is in progress
in the first_ district.
Roy Nix is a patient in the Fulton Hospital. Speedy improvement
is hoped for him.
Mr. and Mrs.. Neal Pryor of
Wood River, Ill. are reported to
be rejoicing over the arrival of a
baby son who made his arrival
last week. Mrs. Pryor will be emembered as Treva Terrell. !.
Darrel Rogers is in Nashville
for a checkup. He continues to
improve slowly.
Friends are happy to learn that
Brooks and Jerry Oliver who were
critically injured in a car accident
last week are improving satisfactorily, at the Kennedy and Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
Several persons in the community have been asked to solicit
contributions for the March of
Dimes. When we consider the
great accomplishment in the past
in the Polio effort we can be
hopeful for the success in the
further care and treatment of
Polio patients and for atthiritis
suffers. Lets not refuse to make
.1 contribution to this most worthy

The Chestnut Glade ,Homemakers club will tbeet in the home of
Mrs. Haney, Vaughan for the
regular January meeting at MOO
A. M. The Home Agent will give
a lesson on Fallout Protection at
this time.
Visitors are always welcomed.
Mrs. Durrel Terrell honored her
husband recently -With a birthday
supper.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
visited Mrs. Hattie Trantham in
Gleason last Sunday. Mrs. Trantham returned to her home Saturday after being a patient in the
Baptist Hospital intlilemphis for
the past two weeks. She is improving 'satisfactorily.

paw. 7
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SAMPLES REELECTED
R. N. "Bob" Samples, representative of the Clinton Milling
Coinpany, was reelected president
of the Western Swine Growers
Association at the group's anntfal
meeting in Clinton last week. Mac
Ward, a Hickman county farmer,
was reelected secretary and treasurer.

BANK REELECTS
Ail officers and employees :
the First National Bank ingClin
ton IA ere reelected in a meeting o
the board of directors last' wee}
The directors meeting followe
immediately after the annua
stockholders meeting held th
same day.
Advertise in The News tot Bee'
/ Results.

GO TO CHURCH

4bWATFAER
2

REWARD!

ROCK SPRING NEWS
Jay Nettie Lee Copelen
Billy Green, J. C. Wilbur and
Darlene visited Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Green for awhile Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon spent
awhile Wednesday with Mrs. Ella
Veatch anti Miss Cora Dillon.
Martha Kay Copelen, Marie
Copelen and Kay Bradley attended the show in Fulton Sunday.
Mrs. Carl Berl. is on the sick
•
list.
flabby Fitioti visited Elmoore
Copelen and family Sunday. •
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sanders
spent awhile Saturday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs.
Ella Veatch.
Mrs': Ada Hale and Estelle a'
1;.I iv., it:, Uniral

Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

HIGH!

'TEN

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC, PERIA, ILL • 86 PROOF
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"THE HEARTBEAT OF THE
KENN ESSEE AREA"

Cottrell And
Finch Attend
TEA Meeting

Miss Barbara Anne Peeples was
formally initiated in the Delta Mu
chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha fraterW. L. .Cottrell, South Fulton
nity Saturday, Jan. 13 at the First
principal, and Guy Finch of South
Methodist Church in Martin.
Fulton attended the Tennessee
Of Alt-time Favorite Patterns
Education 'Association representaBROT'HERF DIES tive assembly in Nashville Friday
and Saturday.
The Finest Silvorplate
D. A. Hatch, 91, died of a heart
Mr. Cottrell is president of the
Replace missing pieces, add 10
attack Saturday at his home in
O
.
your present set. Order novel
Arlin-bon. He was the brother of Obion County Education AssociaOfht• Ends Feb. 10111
tion.
He and nine others from the
Mrs. Jessie Harris of Fulton. FunPiece
- Teaspoons
$1.10
eral services were held at 10 a. m. county attended the meeting in
Dessert Spoons
2.20
Tuesday morning at the Methodist Nashville.
2.20
Round Bowl Soup Spoons
• 1.10
A. D. Coffee Spoons
A five point prog• ram was adoptChurch
in Arlington. Burial was
• 220
Iced Drink Spoons
ed by the assembly:
2.20
Butter Spreadore
in Arlington.
3.30
Dinner Knives
Grille Knives
320
The five-point program calls
Place Knives,
for (1) continuation of present
Serrated OWN,
. $.36
MRS. VOELPEL TO SPEAK
Dinner Forks
1.20
school program and an increase
• 2.20
Coins Forks
Place Forks
The South Fulton P-TA will of at least $50 per pupil per school
Salad Forks
II Fork,
meet Thursday at 3 p. m. at the year for current operating costs.
Spoon
4.
Meat Fork
high school library. Mrs. Walter (2) Adecatate support to maintain
Ladle
- Voelpel
and improve programs of higher
will be the speaker.
0011VENIENT TESMS
education; (3) grant to the public ii
you can't come in, Plow
a larger voice in the determina•Trad•-•••••• 0*W.
SF POLIO CONTRIBUTIONS Zon of.local school finance by providing that when a city council or
Contributions to the South Ful- county court rejects a budget pro309 Commercial - Fulton ton March of Dimes may be mail- posed by a board of eduCiTion the
ed to Mrs. Lester Betty, 209 board may refer the budget to a
— Phone 398 —
referendum of the people. (This
Frankle Lane, South Fulton.
is very significant in Oltion County, said W. L. Cottrell. South
rA"S fiA% Ir
',it ry
Your Favor:te lies erases Fallon principal., (4) to seek
legf'sTation which will make it
possible for county-boards of education to appoint a chief school
administrator. (At the present
time county school superintendents are. leected by the county
amtie or by the people.) (5) An
imprgn retieement program for
Most earn-Mete stock in
Fulton. Kv
teachers of Tennessee.
West Kentucky
442-44 Lake Street

SPECIAL .7.17. SALE!
COMMUNITY*

500 WATTS, FM
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DELUXE
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the exact moment of
mellow perfection
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CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE: Six Holstein heifers,
will freshen at once. Harry Barry,
Route 1, Hickman, Ky.
9 PIECE DINING ROOM suite
it reasonable price at Wade's Used
"Trade *ith
Furniture Store.
Wade and Save." 217 Main Street.
Phone 478.

WEEK-END VISIT-for Louise

PACKET DEPT.
-

ANTENNA: 'eve Install- FOR BENI: root sanding matrade-repair and move. Get
chine and electric flour polish(Continued from page one)
our prices. We service all makes
er and electrc vaeuum clean- ey has replaced her.
TV. Phuate 307 Roper Television
ers. Exchange Furniture Co
WEDDING BELLS-For Sonja
Childers,
Correspondence
File
ODD BED STEADS from $7.95
Clerk, who became the bride of
at Wades Used Furniture Store.
DRESSERS
$8.95 at Charles Elam In a double ring
ODD
"trade with Wade and Save." 217
'Main St. Phone 478.
Wade's Used Furniture Store. ceremony Thursday, October 26
at 6:30 p. m. She plans to remain
"Trade Ith Wade and Save". 217
at home in Hickman while he
TV Antennas: quick and efficient
Main SI. Phone 478.
spends a year in the army.
installation
service; all types.
•

Jewell,

Purchasing
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Typist, who

spent a recent week-end in Memphis, Tenn. with her husband. He
is stationed at Fort Chaffee, Arkansas with the reserve group that
was called back to active duty.
HARD
LUCK-occurred
to
Ruby Seaye, Reconditioning Department who was on a leave of
absence for surgery. She was on

her way to Union City, Tenn. to
get permission from her doctor to
return tq
work a
week later,
when she was involved in a 3 car
Five members of the United
wreck. Ruby was admitted to Auto Workers union, on
strike
Obion County Hospital.'
against the American Metal ProFULL BLAST-for the Packet ducts Co. in Union City, were
Order Department as they started found guilty of
malicious misback in full operation November chief by an Obion County
6th.
Court jury Thursday afternoon.

Judged Guilty

Circuit

Merryman Appliances, phone 126,

rv REPAIR: all ma::z.e and models `IFulton.
;killed personnel, prompt service
'actory-trained
technicians f r
>lack-and-white and color. "Service is our business". Merryman
Appliances,
215 Main Street,
,)hone 126.

GOOD BUYS in Living room
suites at Wade's Used Furniture
Stori . "Trade with Wade and
Save". 217 Main Street. Phone
478.

SUPER RIGHT-FULLY MATURED BEEF

STE

When It

OL'S BOOKKEEPING
AND TAX SERVICE
108 Commercial

Phone 495

OL Lamascus, 22 years' experience
Residence phone 1011
Monta Peeples, 10 years': experience
Residence phone 1277

WE

0

Real Estate in Fulton
-seeCITARLES W. BURROW
809 Walnut

Rhone 61

..'arin Loans
Conventional uoans
-FHA Loans

Hospital beds
Bally beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

-The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times I

WADE FURN. CO.
'hone 1n1
Fulton. -Ky.

Painting and paperhanging
contractors

Temple Oranges

Benj. Moore Paint,
Wallpaper

All PURPOSE

McDowell St., S. Fallon

Winesap Apples

and

Across From
(7(
h!
Drive-In-Service
Package ice

USED fURN1TURE
buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furnituce Company

Wick Smith Agency

SWISS

I

6 490
Grapefruit

CUT
SIRLOIN

FRESH MUSHROOMS

Lb.

3-Lb. Basket, 1.69

Lb. 59c

S
Bu
op
ne rieR
isight

Beef Rump Roast
Lb. 89c
Bld. CutRight
Beef Chuck Roast Super
Lb. 49c
Ribs
lit 5 Ribs
Beef Rib Roast 7,`,V, ( 1stlb.375c
Lb. 69c
)7-In. Cut
Canned Ham:
7-olloeotry.
ci
3 -abr. 2.49
Sliced Bacon
;4b: 49c 2 PLk%. 95c
Cod Fillets 3.̀.111,"
5 Lb; 1.59 Lb. 33c

,„

RUBY RED-96 SIZE

Lb.

CHOICE

lb.

Lb.
Bag

fork

Pole Beans FrI:rsinda.. Lb. 19c
Bananas
Lb 13c

TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of It.
but with on.' of our LowCost, three
payment
plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Cheek Book!

CUBE.......

NEWI Jane Parker

U. S. GOV'T INSPECTED

TURKEYS
20 TO 24-LBS.

lb-

Lb.

alive:Hewn

SUNNYBROOK FARIYI
WHITE
ENRICHED .1
BREAD

Chef( With
Boy
Sausage
Ar
17-0z Pkg
Dee
55c

24 Hoar Service
Phone 62 - Nights 11111

Pkg.

10-0z.
Cans

With

15 2-0z.

Cheese

Pkgs.

12-0z.

Meat

For Every Occasion
; HALLMARK

ereeting

Cards

RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-J
Fulton
NITES and SUNDAYS' FIR/NE
20-R or 247

DON'T

MOVE WMIOUT

CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

GLENMORE
VODKA
Charcoal Filtered

CAREFULLY KNEADED FOR OLD-TIME TEXTURE
JANE PARKER
Lemon or

Save

Pies
Layer Cake(
_

39°
49°

Apricot

16e
Ea.
CARAMEL. WHITE OR COCONUT MARSHMALLOW
Save
61,4-ln
20c

I

Size

100 PROOF
NEW
REDUCED
PRICES

$440
4/5

Qt.

$140
•7/2 Pt.
Glennsore Distilleries Co.
Louisville and Owensboro,
Kentucky

Breeze

Swan

33

DETERGENT
Large

LIQUID DETERGENT

630
Chase & Sanborn ,(ifLz>„680
Royal Puddings 3:: 31t
22-0z

Pkg

Can

Ann Page Grape Jam 4 Lb.Jar 89c

TomatoSauce..3
Flour bm,
Ketchup
Storkist Tuna
Joy Liquid
Oxydol
Tide Detergent

8-0z.
Cans
Plain
Lb.
Bag
14-0z

Bottle

Light

6H-Da•
Clan
Style....

Chunk

Day and night, your home and possessions,
property you have worked hard to accumulate, are subject to fire, theft or damage of
some kind. In case of a loss, your first thought
Is of your insurance, the second, your agent.
We wear o 24:hour hat, subjett to WNW
or night by our customers. Prompt action may
reduce a loss, prompt service will help you
collect. We invite your business.
SEE - CALL - WRITE - WIRE

WICK SMITH AGENCY
PHONE 82
FULTON, KENTUCKY
NIGHTS 160
OUR SEVENTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR, AND OUR BEST ONE.

Detergent

With

Bleach.

Blue Cheer

I

DETERGENT

I

32°

Ann Page24-0z.
Peanut Butter 10e
Off
Jar 55c
Warwick
12-0z.•10..
Thin Mints Choc. Covered. Box L7ii.
Ann
Margarine Page
Lb. 37c
iona Sliced
/I 29-0z. or,.
Peaches or Halves
Cans 7.2‘
Reliable
15W0z.
Green Beansc. . 4 Can, 49c

Instant Dry
K
Mild Cheddar Cheese
49c Butter
Ice Milk:vor
,:r;: s
WHITEHOUSE

YrGal.
Ctn.

A&P VACUUM PACK

COFFEE
FREE - Exclusive Safety Can
Key Guide with the Purchase
of the New.
Lb.

Large
20-0z
Pkg

Lb 49
°

Sunnyfield

69°

Lightly Salted.... 1C-t
in..
b

Lowest Price In Our History!

OUR OWN

A&P INSTANT

TEA BAGS

COFFEE

Quy 48 at Regular Price and

(24c Off Label)

Get 18 Extra Bags for Only 10.

10-0z.

$1

Can

$105

B:4g. 49c

Jar

6 $139

SPECIAL SALE

CANS

-

DIETARY FOR WEIGHT CONTROL
THIS AD EFFECTIVE

THRU SATURDAY, JAN. 20

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY,
NCI

69c

Premium
Duz
Large
23-0z.
Box

Wisconsin

PRICES IN

Car

°
Pkg. 79

Longhorn Style

32c 2 29
55c
21c METRECAL
31t
63c
33t

GL Size Box
Special Sc Off

Box
""L

mii,_

Can

Makes 12 Quarts

In•Oz

( IL8
7
,
1 )
:iangg

24 HOUR DUTY

115Y4-0z.
r'g
Ch ili Awrit ouBeans
cin 35c
Arm'
15/
1
2-0z.
Hash CAorrnrnoeudr'Elgeef
Can 39c
Sugar Wafers Holland. 1-Lb.
Pkg. 29c
Pkgs. eric
Angel Soft -717.':els.. 5 of 400 7/
Prune Juice LEiaedjy
Bottle 39c

29'
2 370
830
89c
45e

Fig Bars
Campbell's Tomato Soup
Pizza Mix
Armour's Treet
Luncheon

FLOWERS

Ti
long
one,
holic
vioh
corn:
Whe
Fult:
Corn
'ier-J
as a
port
that
newt
hand

99c
89c

T-BONE OR

OR

49c

Juice

Phone 1610

BEST

PORTERHOUSE,

BONELESS
Full of

LAKE STREET
LIMIOR STORE

CLEANEST

CENTER CUT ROUND

FLORIDA-THIN SKIN

FREE PARKING!
c'

a

SUPER RIGHT BEEF IS NOT YOUNG IMMATURE BABY BEEF, NOT GRASS FED
RANGE BEEF. SUPER RIGHT BEEF IS FULLY MATURED GRAIN FED BEEF. ONE
HIGH QUALITY-NO CONFUSION-ONE PRICE AS ADVERTISED.

RUSSELL BOAZ

RENT

It
that
Poli
to c
tion
has
Inc
The
that
en
but
COM
anot
fa:
not

550

APAIRICA'S DIPINDABLI FOOD MIRCHANT HNC! 1850

Dash

Spic & Span

Comet

DETERGENT

CLEANER

CLEANSER

L•rg•
25-01
Box

39
0

16-02
Box

29,

2 14-°' 31°
Cans

•

So:
that
in at
affec
busir
unkn
unde
whol
bard
writo
ter
moot
thou§
wood
path
woul:
bevel
for al
city,
false
time
eral,

shout
hibit

ages i
bee I
of us
the ti

It
peopil
to vic

about
have
might
when
that I
hold
was p
elsewl
and rc
is a gc
and if
vices
will c
the la
If N
we vv:
$200,0
merch
I wou
perhat
this
beven
better
Pays,
are c(
simply
ages a
taking
ses. It
papers
go on
these
hard
about
vertisi
Mos:
dealer:
Smith'
ed the
that tt
rate
those c
regula:
laws. 1
quarte
If ti
the hoi
of Ch:
News
depenc
from
the lal
ize tha
broker
was ni
open
public
truth i
they
smarti
a new:
fair to
realize
they n
to vie

pick
(C

